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ABSTRACT

Many products must be dried in their manufacture. The process of

evaporating moisture from these products is energy intensive. As a consequence of

limited energy resources, there has been advancement in both drying technology

and drying theory. However, drying has evolved from an ancient art and

implementation of new technology has been slow.

Dielectric heating at radio frequencies (RF) or microwave frequencies is

a relatively recent technological advancement in the drying industry, and theoretical

and experimental studies of dielectrically-assisted drying are the subject of ongoing

investigation. Transfer of this new knowledge to dryer designers through

appropriate design tools will accelerate the incorporation of dielectric heating into

commercial drying processes.

Directed toward a larger goal of predictive design models of

dielectrically-assisted dryers, the objective of this work is to develop a fundamental

model of the drying processes in a continuous convective tunnel dryer. A model of

the drying process consists of two subsidiary models. One represents the transport

of the product through the dryer, an equipment model, and the other describes the

drying kinetics of the product. For conventional convective drying, the product

model may be represented by a characteristic drying curve which allows prediction

of drying rates under various external convective conditions.
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Although a subject of concurrent investigation, to date, a characteristic

drying curve to describe the drying kinetics of materials dried with dielectric heat

has not been developed. The model given in this work simulates the drying

processes in conventional convective drying and has been developed such that

dielectrically-assisted drying may be incorporated in future versions with

appropriate drying kinetics models. Model predictions for conventional convective

drying have been verified with published calculations and experimental data.

v
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Many products such as foods, paper, lumber, pharmaceuticals and

chemicals must be dried in their manufacture. Beyond mechanical dewatering, such

as squeezing or centrifuging, these products are dried by the addition of heat such

that moisture is vaporized and expelled into the atmosphere.

Drying is an energy intensive process. A 1975 study sponsored by the

Environmental Protection Agency stated that 5.9 percent of the yearly energy use of

the six most energy-intensive United States industries was consumed in drying

operations (29). According to a 1978 study, annual energy use of industrial drying

operations in the United Kingdom amounted to 4130 megawatts[sic],

approximately 12 percent of the nation's industrial energy use (22). As a

consequence of the recognition of limited energy resources, there has been

advancement in both drying technology and drying theory. However, since drying

has gradually evolved from an ancient art, implementation of new technology has

been slow. Also, complex drying theory is still inadequate for use in the design of

most dryers (2).

Dielectric heating at radio frequencies (RF) or microwave frequencies is

a relatively recent technological advancement in the drying industry. Although the

addition of dielectric heating has great potential for increased production and
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improved product quality and plant efficiency, it represents a relatively large capital

investment and, in turn, requires judicious design and application. Its

implementation has been slowed by an insufficient base of knowledge and

experience on the part of dryer designers.

Theoretical and experimental studies of dielectrically-assisted drying are

the subject of ongoing investigation. Transfer of this new knowledge to dryer

designers through appropriate design tools will greatly accelerate the incorporation

of dielectric heating into commercial drying processes.

1.1 TYPES OF DRYERS AND DRYING ENHANCEMENT

Industrial dryers may be classified by the way heat is delivered to the

material (U.). Many dryers are of convective design where heated gas, usually air,

contacts and heats the material while simultaneously entraining removed moisture.

In tray dryers, material is spread on trays over which heated air is circulated. The

material may dry in a batch process, or for greater throughput, material may be fed

continuously on a band or belt. Granular materials may be dried by passing air

through the product in a through-circulation dryer. Here, material is continuously

fed on a perforated belt such that air may be blown through the product. If the air

flow is increased sufficiently to suspend the granular material, the dryer is termed a

fluidized bed dryer.

Thin materials, such as paper webs, are commonly dried in conductive

dryers. The material is rolled or drawn over heated cylinders to vaporize the
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moisture. Papermaking machines use a series of steam heated cylinders to produce

paper sheet from wet pulp.

Although infrared radiative heating is present to some extent in

convective and conductive dryers, it is the primary mode of heat transfer in some

dryers. Infrared heating from sources such as high temperature quartz lamps is

used to dry thin films or coatings such as enameled paint or surface moisture in

textile processing and metal fabrication.

The rate at which a material dries depends upon the rate of heat transfer.

High heat transfer rates are achieved by increasing the temperature potential

between the heat source and the product. There are, of course, practical limits to

the temperatures used in drying due to material quality and composition constraints.

Also, higher drying temperatures produce higher potential for energy losses in the

drying process.

High frequency electromagnetic radiation, specifically radio frequency

(RF) and microwaves, may be used to generate heat within the product to enhance

drying rates. Since water is dielectrically lossy, moist materials are heated when

placed in microwave or RF fields. The volumetric quality of dielectric heating can

provide for high heating rates without diminishing material quality or plant

efficiency. Consequently, greatly increased drying rates have been achieved in

dryers augmented with dielectric heating.

W
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1.2 REVIEW OF DRYER DESIGN LITERATURE

The literature on drying mechanisms and general theory of dielectric

heating of materials dates back 60 to 70 years. The purpose of this section is to cite

references specifically concerned with the design methodology of drying systems.

Specific literature on detailed drying behavior will be cited in later sections of this

report as appropriate.

The model developed here is based largely on the work of Keey

(3,11,15,16,2Q,26). A text by Keey (3) on industrial drying operations presents

analyses of the process conditions in continuous convective dryers. In the analysis,

the drying rate is determined from a function of moisture content and external air

conditions as given by the product's "characteristic drying curve". The

characteristic drying curve is developed and analyzed in earlier works by Keey, et al

(11,.1,6). Use of the characteristic drying curve with analytical methods in the

process design of continuous drying equipment is discussed in a subsequent paper

(2Q); and in a related paper (2), the characteristic drying curve is used to

investigate drying rate profiles in continuous convective dryers of various

configurations.

Reay (2) discusses the use of theory in the design of dryers, pointing

out the advantages and limitations of the particle (product) transport and drying

kinetics theories. An overall model of a drying system is defined as a drying

kinetics model, such as the characteristic drying curve, and a particle transport

(equipment) model. The system model can be used to perform parametric studies

P~r. Prr.* r -r~d%~'~S



of dryer performance in the preliminary design stage, as Reay suggests through the

dryer design scheme shown in Figure 1-1, and can provide critical inputs to

economic assessments. Ray notes the inadequacies of current theory in the design

of dryers as supported by an inquiry among dryer manufacaurers conducted by van

Brakel (_1).

Other texts on drying and mass transfer operations also give analyses of

the drying process. Treybal (2) and Lydersen (3 derive expressions for heat and

mass balances at the material surface where the drying rate is obtained from an

assumed or experimental drying rate curve (drying rate versus moisture content).

Similarly, Nonhebel and Moss (j.) devote a chapter to simplified drying theory in

which the drying rate is computed from an experimental drying rate curve.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT WORK

A long range objective of the dielectric-enhancement drying program at

the University of Texas, Austin is to develop complete predictive capability for

application of dielectric heating in industrial drying processes. One element is the

development of appropriate process models and the work presented in this report

represents a first step. The primary focus here is the development of a model for

conventional convective drying through use of the characteristic drying curve

which, in its present form, will not satisfactorily predict the effects of dielectric

heating. The model is structured, however, to incorporate the dielectric

phenomenon in later versions.
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a 
Tbeory

small-scale experiments

Particle transport model Drying kinetics model

System model for preliminary
design, process exploration and

optimization, preliminary cost estimate

Pilot plant test at optimal conditions
to check materials handling,

E~refine model coefficients, produce
pilot quanti I of product

Full-scale plant design using
model for scale-up

Check model coefficients again
_ hwhen commissioning plant

Figure 1- 1. The "scientific" approach to dryer design. From Reay(2
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Successful application of dielectrically-augmented drying encompasses

a number of tasks. In addition to theoretical and experimental investigations of

kinetics of dielectrically-assisted drying, the means of transforming this information

into a useful design must be established. Although the general approach to

modeling the drying process as shown in Figure 1-1 is valid, the current given

methods have several shortcomings. Computation of drying time is generally

shown as an analytical integration of a drying rate curve. Or, the integration is

accomplished by stepwise calculations of drying rate, referring to psychromctric

charts at each step to predict the changing air conditions. Obviously, use of a

computer for numerical integration of the drying curve, with a numerical model of

air-water thermodynamic properties is a more efficient method. Development of a

model of the drying process which includes both conventional and dielectric heating

is a prerequisite to the construction of a design model.

In this study, the continuous convective tunnel dryer has been selected

as the basis for the design model. This type of dryer is widely used in industry and

has been most extensively analyzed in the drying literature. Bench-scale drying rigs

with a convective cross flow of air over the material are less complicated than, for

example, rigs designed for through circulation or fluidized bed geometries;

therefore basic drying kinetics data are more available in the existing literature for

convective tunnel drying.

Such drying kinetics data are critcal in the development of a dryer

process model. At present little data exists in the literature for dielectrically-
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enhanced drying. Therefore, dielectric heating is considered in this work only in

general terms. However, the model, which principally describes conventional

convective dryers, is structured to include future development of dielectric heating.

The objectives of the present work are to:

develop a fundamental model of the drying process in a

continuous convective tunnel dryer,

'* identify an appropriate product kinetics model for integration

into the dryer model,

write a computer code to interface the tunnel dryer model

with the product kinetics model which allows for the future

addition of dielectric heating,

validate predictions of the overall system model by

comparing with published calculations and experimental data

for conventional convective dryers,

recommend revisions and/or additions to the model,
particularly concerning the incorporation of dielectric

heating, and identify areas needing further investigation.

The achievement of these objectives is a necessary first step in the

transfer of new basic knowledge of dielectrically-enhanced drying processes into

useful design tools.

(V V er*,



CHAPTER 2

DRYER DESIGN THEORY

2.1 CONCEPTUAL DESCRIPTION OF DRYER DESIGN PROCEDURE

I listorically, industrial dryers have been designed from experience and

laboratory or pilot scale experiments without regard to drying theory. In response

to a question concerning the relevance of drying theory to dryer design, a dryer

manufacturer replied: "it is possible to dry a product from experience without

having any theoretical basic knowledge. But one cannot, without experience,

design a dryer on the basis of the available theoretical knowledge" (1). Only in

recent years has the body of basic knowledge grown to be used in theoretical

models as a predictive tool for the dryer designer.

2. 1.1 Dryer Design from Theoretical Modeling

In considering the path leading to a complete design of a dryer, the

designer will decide upon the extent of use of laboratory or pilot scale experiments

versus the use of theoretical models for predicting the operation of the constructed

dryer. Each type of model, experimental or theoretical, has its own individual

merits. If the designer were to run numerous large scale experiments, the

experimental model may conform very closely with the final dtsign. But large scale

experiments are expensive, representing a large fraction of the overall cost of

9
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design. If the designer were to extensively use a computational model built from

theory, the time and expense in performing the dryer simulations would be small

in comparison with experimental work. However, there are real limitations on

how well models can simulate actual drying processes. Useful computational

models of the drying process are not wholly derived from theory. Relevant

parameters used in the model, such as the material physical properties and diffusion

parameters associated with the heat and mass transfer, are commonly obtained from

inexpensive small scale experiments if not already available in the literature. Also,

experimental drying rate data can yield empirical functions for use in a design

model.

For any particular application there is some optimum balance of both

theoretical and experimental modeling in the design. The balance will depend on

the amount of experience with similar equipment and materials, the costs of

performing the experiments, and the availability of theoretical models that

sufficiently describe the drying process. At this time, there is relatively little

experience in the design of dryers that incorporate dielectric heating. This lack of

experience, and the expense of building large scale experimental dielectric drying

apparatus, makes theoretical models of the dielectrically-enhanced drying process

especially useful. Some relevant parameters used in the theoretical model can be

obtained from data gained in the experimental work, resulting in more realistic

simulations. Also, the theoretical model may be used to predict the effect of

proposed changes in the operation of the completed full-scale dryer before

committing to large capital investments .).



2.1.2 Desired Capabilities of a Design Mod1

After selecting the type of dryer, the designer must chose a set of

design and operating parameters that meets the specifications established by the

user. The primary parameters include throughput or product flow rate, temperature

constraints established by the type and desired finished quality of the product,

desired final moisture content of the dried product and the entering moisture content

of wet product. The primary results of the design are the major dimensions of the

dryer, the cross sectional area to accommodate the required product and air flow

rates and the required length of the dryer. The air flow conditions of temperature,

velocity and mass flow rate throughout the dryer along with energy requirements

are also determined.

In designing a conventional dryer for the given specifications, there are

many design parameters that can be varied. The temperature, humidity, velocity

and mass flow rate of the air stream removing the moisture from the dryer, as well

as the convective flow geometry can be varied within the established design

constraints. Also the amount and means of heat transfer can be varied within the

specified temperature constraints of the product. In most dryers, convection from

hot air is the primary mode of heat transfer to the product. The rate of convective

heating is proportional to the convective heat transfer coefficient and the temperature

potential between the surface and the bulk air stream. The primary control over

convective heating is by varying the velocity of the air stream, which affects the

convective heat transfer coefficient, and changing the bulk air temperature, affecting

the temperature potential. The designer can vary the bulk air stream temperature

%.
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through the dryer by changing the air mass flow rate or by heating the air stream

through heat exchangers such as steam coils. The designer may consider using

isothermal air conditions where heat is added throughout the length of the dryer to

maintain a constant air temperature. Methods commonly used to augment

convective heating is radiation from hot surfaces or elements visible to the product

and conduction by direct contact with the product, for example wet paper webs

dried by hot rollers ().

Of current interest are dryers incorporating microwave or radio

frequency dielectric heating. When coupled with conventional drying, the dielectric

heating rate becomes an additional parameter which may be controlled by the

designer. Although dielectric energy is radiative, its volumetric absorption quality,

in contrast to the surface absorption of infrared, makes the heating of materials

fundamentally different. The amount of dielectric heating can be varied by altering

the amount of time the product is in the electric field, which corresponds to the

length of the region of dielectric application, and by changing the intensity of the

electric field. Further discussion considering dielectric heating in dryer design is

presented in Chapter 5.

2.2 MODELING DRYING PROCESSES

An overall drying process model must include a model of the drying

product that will allow the prediction of drying rates within the dryer. This product

model may be constructed from empirical data or from drying theory. If

constructing an empirical model from experimental data, knowledge of drying

I %
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theory is required in the data analysis to produce empirical relationships that

describe the drying behavior over a wide range of drying conditions. Drying theory

can be separated into the study of thermal and moisture mass transport within a

material and the study of the thermal and mass transport between the material and

the air stream.

2.2.1 Air Properties and the Air/Water Interface

Moisture removed from a product by drying results in the

humidification of air. As the product progresses through the dryer, the confined air

stream becomes progressively humidified. Just as the temperature of the air stream

limits the convective heat transfer to the product, the humidity level of the air stream

at a particular position in the dryer controls the local convective drying rate, since

this drying rate is proportional to the humidity potential between the moist product

and the air stream. In order to compute changes in air conditions due to

simultaneous humidification and heat loss due to convection, a model of the

thermodynamic properties of moist air is required.

Dry air is composed of a mixture of gases, the primary constituents

being nitrogen, oxygen, argon and carbon dioxide. The primary constituent of

interest in the case of drying is water vapor, which will hereafter be referred to

simply as "vapor". It is convenient to describe the humidity, as well as other

thermodynamic properties, on a dry air mass basis, the ratio of the mass of vapor to

the mass of dry air (kilograms H20 per kilogram dry air). Here it is important to

note the distinction between absolute humidity as defined above, and relative

tI
.5 %.' ,~ .d
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humidity. Relative humidity is a percentage measure of the air humidity to the

humidity of saturated air at the given temperature. An alternate definition of relative

humidity is given as the ratio of the partial pressure of water vapor to the saturated

vapor pressure. ()

In order to evaluate an energy balance between the moist product and

the air stream, the enthalpy of moist air must be characterized. Assuming an ideal

solution, the enthalpy of moist air can be defined as the sum of the partial enthalpies

of the components.(4) This definition does not account for the relatively small heat

of mixing and other residual enthalpies, which amount to only 0.63 kJ/kg for air

saturated with water vapor at 60' C (3). Accordingly, for the air/water vapor

mixture the expression for enthalpy is

ha = hda + Yahv (2-1)

where hais the enthalpy of the humid air, hdais the enthalpy of dry air, hv is the

enthalpy of the moisture vapor and Ya is the humidity.

During drying, water vapor is transferred from the exposed surface of

the material into the air stream and heat may be, in general, transferred to the

, surface from the air stream (Figure 2-1). During conventional drying vapor

-liffusion between the surface and the bulk air stream determines the drying rate.

According to Fick's law, the diffusive flux is proportional to the vapor

concentration gradient. Although vapor concentration may be expressed in terms of
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a T

Y S T wet surface

moist material

Figure 2- 1. Humidity and temperature profiles near a wet surface.
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vapor pressure, it is more convenient for the purposes of dryer analysis to express

the concentration in terms of the humidity Y.

From Fick's law and some constant property assumptions, an

expression for the rate of vapor transfer from a moist material surface diffusing into

the air stream may be derived from film theory.(3) The vapor flux is given by

Nw = F Mw In D + Ys (2-2)

where the logarithmic term is the potential between the humidity at the surface Ys

and the humidity of the bulk air stream Ya. F is a mass transfer coefficient and Mw

and D are the molar mass of water and the molar mass ratio of the water to air,

respectively. Note that the term for the humidity potential is not a simple linear

difference between the bulk air humidity and the surface humidity, but is

logarithmic.

The moisture vapor flux Nw is proportional to a logarithmic potential

rather than a linear potential because the moisture mass velocity through the surface

distorts the velocity and concentration profiles.(21) In the limit, at very low mass

transfer rates, this effect may be neglected and the logarithmic potential approaches

a linear one, hence

Nv = F Mg (Ys-Ya) (2-3)
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where Mg is the molar mass of air. A similar expression for the heat transfer

between surface and bulk conditions, the familiar Newton's law of cooling, can be

written:

q = h (Ta-Ts) (2-4)

The similarity between heat and mass transfer from a surface is discussed further in

the subsection on heat and mass transfer analogies.

In practice, F and Mg shown in Eq. 2-3 are combined into a single

mass transfer coefficient Ko. The single coefficient may also be used with Eq. 2-2

where FMw is equivalent to KoD.

N, = KO D In + (2-5)
DNT+YaJ

By expanding the logarithmic humidity potential term in Eq. 2-2, and

using the single mass transfer coefficient Ko, an expression for drying flux based

upon a simple linear potential may be written,

Nv = Ko 4 (Ys-Ya) (2-6)

where the deviation of the simplified linear potential from the derived logarithmic

potential attributed to significant mass transfer rates is accounted for by the

coefficient, . The deviation 4 may be given by the product of two separate

coefficients

= 02 (2-7)
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which result from the expansion of the logarithmic term (a). The humidity potential

coefficients 01 and 02 are functions of humidity level (Ys), and humidity potential

(Ys-Ya) respectively. Figure 2-2 indicates the limiting magnitudes of the humidity

potential coefficients as a function of the moist surface humidity. For the plot of

2, the bulk air stream humidity is at the limiting condition of the maximum

potential, Ya = 0.0, corresponding to perfectly dry air. A thorough analysis of the

humidity potential coefficients and the linearized expression for flux may be found

in the paper by Keey, et al.,(5) and in the text by Keey ().

For a fully wetted surface, the water vapor immediately adjacent to the

liquid surface exerts full vapor pressure such that the surface humidity is equivalent

to the saturated humidity at the surface temperature. For constant pressure, the

saturation humidity is a function of temperature only, therefore the drying flux from

a fully wetted surface may be evaluated knowing the mass transfer coefficient, the

bulk air stream humidity and the moist surface temperature. A simple surface

energy balance yields

q = h*(Ta-Ts) - Nv hfg (2-8)

where q, the net heat flux transferred into the material is equivalent to the difference

between the heat convected to the surface and the heat associated with the water

evaporating and leaving the surface (the product of the moisture flux Nv and the

latent heat of vaporization hfg). Here the heat transfer coefficient, shown as h*,

differs from the conventionally derived convective heat transfer coefficient in that

h* accounts for the influence of mass transfer at the surface. In most ordinary
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cases of moisture evaporating into an air stream, the influence of mass transfer on

the convective heat transfer coefficient is negligible. The derivation of an

expression accounting for the influence of the surface moisture mass transfer on the

convective heat transfer coefficient, the Ackermann correction, is shown in Keey

(3); in the balance of this discussion, the correction will be assumed to be

negligible.

Upon combining Eqs. 2-6 and 2-8, and assuming h*=h, the resulting

surface energy balance

q - h(Ta-Ts) - Ko 0 (Ys-Ya)hfg (2-9)

shows that the rates of the simultaneous heat and mass transfer at the surface

depend upon the transport coefficients h and Ko. In separate boundary layer

analyses of these two coefficients, the governing equations describing the transport

of either heat or mass at a surface are very similar. Thus, there is an analogy

between heat and mass transfer. When the equations supporting the analysis are

normalized, the dimensionless form of the transport coefficients (the Nusselt

number and the Sherwood number) show the same dependence upon the Reynolds

number, Rex - ux/v ,and similar dependence upon the respective dimensionless

property parameters for heat and mass transfer, the Prandl number and the Schmidt

number.

Pr- £pH (2-10)

"NK

* . . • . • . .
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'- Sc (2-11)
pD

NUL = - f(Re,Pr) (2-12)

*' ShL-= KoL f(Re,Sc)D (2-13)

Empirical correlations for convective heat or mass transfer coefficients

are presented in terms of these dimensionless parameters. Correlations for mass

transfer coefficients are less abundant in the literature than for convective heat

transfer coefficients, and thus mass transfer correlations are often obtained from

heat transfer correlations through the use of heat and mass transfer analogies. The

Sherwood number may be obtained from a correlation of the Nusselt number by

simply replacing the the Prandl number with the Schmidt number.

At this point, it should be stressed that the analogy between heat and

mass transfer contains the very important assumption of a relatively low mass

transfer rate at the surface. Although the governing boundary layer equations for

heat and mass transfer are similar, the boundary condition of a significant mass

velocity at the surface distorts the velocity, concentration, and temperature profiles.

The concentration profile is affected to a greater extent than the temperature profile

and the rate coefficients do not hold the same proportionality given by the heat and

mass transfcr analogy. Thus, the heat and mass transfer analogy relates the

translort coefficients, h and K0 , under conditions of low mass transfer at the

surface. A complete and detailed coverage of the analogies of heat and mass

:.%



transfer is found in the text on the analysis of heat and mass transfer by Eckert and

Drake (_).

The heat and mass transfer analogy, assuming turbulent flow oer the

surface, yields the Chilton-Colburn expression (3)

K0 1e 2  3  (2-14)

where Lc is the Lewis number, the ratio of Prandl to Schmidt number (31)

Pr C pD (2-15)

This dimensionless parameter, particularly in the European literature, is also known

as the Luikov number, Lu.

The dimensionless coefficient 3 accounts for differences in the way the

mean velocity is computed in heat and mass transfer. An expression for

determining 13 is given by Keey (3) and shown in Appendix B; for an air water

system the value of 13 is near 1.0. The specific heat, Cp, is evaluated at the mean

conditions of the humid air between the surface and the bulk air stream. The

magnitude of the Lewis number for an air water system is near I such that a rough

estimate of the mass transfer coefficient may be found by dividing the convective

heat transfer coefficient by the mean specific heat of the humid air stream.

Another approach to describing the relationship between the heat and

mass transfer coefficients is derived from the surface energy balance, Eqn. 2-9, for

an equilibrium, steady state condition where the net heat flux is zero. That is, the

VC-
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heat conv'cted to the surface from the air stream is exactly balanced by the heat

content of the evaporative flux.

h(TI'a-Ts) K,) 0 (Y$-Ya)hl'g (2-16)

Consider steady flow of air at bulk air conditions of Tra and Ya, over a fully Cettvd

surface. Given the heat and mass transfer coefficients, h and KO, and considering

that the terms 0 and hfg may be determined from the moisture and temperature

values, the remaining unknown variables are the surface temperature Ts and the

surface humidity Ys. Recalling that at constant pressure the surface humidity is a

function only of the surface temperature, the remaining variable that may by solved

for, Ts, is known as the wet bulb temperature, T,. The wet bulb temperature is

defined as the equilibrium temperature reached by a small amount of liquid

evaporating into a very large mass of unsaturated humid air (2). The large mass of

air and the small mass of liquid mandates that the air conditions of temperature and

humidity are constant. To determine air humidity, a sling psychrometer may be

used where the steady state temperature of a wetted bulb moved rapidly through the

air corresponds to the wet bulb temperature. The wet bulb temperature along with

the ordinary air temperature (dry bulb temperature) is taken to determine the air

humidity or relative humidity through the use of either a graphical model of the air

water system (a psychromc *c chart) or iterative solution of analytical equations.

Rewriting Eq. 2-16,

Ys-Ya h
Ta-Ts- K0  hfg (2-17)

U,

'n- '
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the dcl-cndence of the equilibrium conditions on the ratio of the heat and mass

transfer c otti ients is shown. Recall that both the coefficients are equivalently

dependent ulxn the Reynolds number such that their ratio cancels this dependence.

Bten very low Reynolds numbers, where the relative magnitude of the mass

icl( ity invalidates the heat and mass transfer analogy, aid very high Reynolds

numbers, where viscous dissipation may void the analogy, the wet bulb

tniperatire is independent of flow velocity or geometry, and governed by the

diffusive and thermodynamic properties of the humid air only.

A related psychrometric property is the adiabatic saturation temperature.

Consider the process shown in Figure 2-3 in which humid air cnters an adiabatic

control volume at a given temperature, humidity, and dry air mass flow rate,

contacts the liquid in the volume, gaining moisture and changing temperature, and

leaves the volume at different conditions. If the volume is very long such that the

air leaves at a saturated condition, and moisture is supplied at the leaving saturated

temperature of the humid air at a rate such that the amount of liquid moisture in the

volume is constant, the corresprnding energy balance yields(2)

Y&s-Yal Coy

TaiTas - hfg (2 18)

The adiabatic saturation temperature for air at a given temperature and humidity is

dependent upon the thermodynamic parameters of humid specific het and latent

heat t vaporization.

• .0 . . - . . . . B Q I I . . ' " • • . ,' "° ' . . ' . . ' ' - ' ' .
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Assuming =1 the combination of Eqs. 2-14 and 2-17 gives a similar

expression for the wet bulb process

Ys-Ya Cy
Ta-Ts Le 2/ 3 hfg (2-19)

Note that for the air water system 1 is very close to one and the Lewis number for

humid air at less than extreme conditions is also very close to one. It then follows

that, except for extreme conditions, Eqs. 2-18 and 2-19 are approximately

equivalent and the wet bulb temperature is approximately the same as the adiabatic

saturation temperature. Some thermodynamic models of the air water system used

for analysis of air conditioning equipment, such as psychrometric charts, use the

adiabatic saturation temperature as a parameter but will refer to this temperature as

the thermodynamic wet bulb temperature. It is reasoned that the term "wet bulb

temperature" is used because the actual wet bulb temperature is easily measured in

the field by instruments like the sling psychrometer. In the ASHRAE

Fundamentals Handbook, the analysis of an expression called the thermodynamic

wet bulb temperature is based upon the energy balance of adiabatic saturation (i).

This approximate equivalence of wet bulb temperature and adiabatic saturation

temperature is shown to hold for the air water system and may not apply to other

vapor-gas systems. The deviation of wet bulb temperature from adiabatic saturation

temperature increases as the wet bulb temperature decreases. An analysis of this

deviation as applied to drying may be found in the paper by Ashworth and Kcey

(9).

!4
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2.2.2 Moisture Transport in Porous Solids

Drying of a moist product is a complicated process, involving coupled

heat and mass transfer, the mass transfer being the movement of the moisture

through and out of the product and the heat transfer being the energy or heat

transferred into the product required to evaporate the moisture. The complications

arise from the consideration of the numerous relevant parameters needed to give

even a very rough prediction of the dynamic moisture and temperature profiles and

moisture and heat fluxes of drying product. In a text on practical industrial drying

by Nonhebel and Moss, a list of some 34 factors affecting drying of solids is

presented (jQ). Some of the primary factors include transport coefficients such as

the thermal conductivities of the wet solid, the nearly dry solid and the moisture,

and the moisture diffusivity of the solid. For any given product of interest, these

properties are most likely variable and anisotropic.

The relative dryness of a material is quantified by its moisture content.

In the course of drying, some materials shrink or otherwise alter the available

displacement of moisture in the material. It is therefore most convenient to define

moisture content, as well as moist product enthalpy, on a bone dry mass of solids

basis. In this manner moisture content is given as the ratio of the mass of moisture

to the mass of bone dry solid (e.g., kilogram 1120 per kilogram of dry solid).

The term "bone dry" is best understood after considering .e

hygroscopicity or nonhygroscopicity of a moist material. Moisture contained in the

material may be either free or bound; the vapor pressure exerted by bound moisture

E *
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is less than that of free moisture. Materials with bound moisture (e.g., potatoes,

fruits, clay, bar soap and silica gel) are said to be hygroscopic, while those

materials which contain only free moisture (e.g., sand) are said to be

nonhygroscopic. A hygroscopic material has a given equilibrium moisture content,

X*, when in equilibrium with air at a given relative humidity. Although simply

stated here, hygroscopicity can be a matter of degree. Materials with chemically

bound moisture, such as water of crystallization or cellular moisture, are highly

hygroscopic. Some materials have lightly bound moisture, bound by weak links

with confining walls of capillaries with micropores smaller than one micron, and

may be said to be slightly hygroscopic. A thorough discussion of hygroscopicity is

found in Reference 11. Bone dry mass refers to the mass of a material,

hygroscopic or nonhygroscopic, that contains no moisture, either free or bound.

As a product dries, internal moisture is driven to the surface where it is

removed into the air stream. The mechanisms of moisture movement within a

material relevant to drying, in addition to simple gravity driven flow, are in general

classified in four basic categories (7,!1):

Capillary flow, In a porous or granular material, such as sand,

unbound liquid moisture is transported through the interstices or

capillaries of the solid, driven primarily by surface tension forces.

This movement also describes the moisture flow apparent in wetting

a wick. One description of the potential for this flow is the gradient

of the fractional volume of moisture. Porous materials in which

capillary flow predominates during drying are commonly referred to

as capillary porous, and are generally nonhygroscopic or slightly

hygroscopic.

N N1W
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Vapor diffusion, Vapor from subsurface evaporation will diffuse

through a solid in the presence of a vapor pressure gradient.

Applying heat to one surface while drying from the other creates a

temperature gradient with a corresponding vapor pressure gradient.

Liquid diffusion. Moisture concentration gradients between the high

concentration region of the moist interior and the low concentration

region near the surface may drive diffusion of liquid moisture. This

description of moisture movement is limited to drying solid

solutions, such as soaps, glues or gelatins, and to certain cases of

drying bound moisture as in clay, flour, paper and wood. Liquid

diffusion differs from capillary flow in that a solid-liquid interface is

not necessarily present.

Pressure driven flow. If a material changes its solid structure during

drying as evidenced by shrinkage, moisture may be forced through

the material and driven to the surface. Internal pressure gradients

may also be produced by internal heating of the product, as in

dielectrically assisted drying.

Condensation and evaporation. This process occurs in porous

materials when liquid present in the waist or constrictions of pores,

evaporates into a more voluminous region of the pore and then

condenses at another waist or constriction, bridging it with liquid.

Different mechanisms of drying may be evident for particular stages of

drying as shown in Figure 2-4. A detailed explanation of the mechanisms of drying

may be found in texts by Luikov, Keey, and Treybal (12,11,7).
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2.2.3 Modeling of Drying

The prediction of drying rates solely from theoretical modeling seldom

results in accurate predictions except for simple materials in which the mechanisms

for heat and moisture transfer are well understood. The more common approach to

describing drying behavior for use in dryer design is to empirically study the drying

rate based upon the effect of external conditions (1.). Experimental drying rate data

for a sample of material is taken under constant external conditions of air humidity,

temperature, and velocity. The fundamental measurement is mass of the sample as

a function of time, as shown in Figure 2-5a. Ilere, the dry material mass is

subtracted from the overall mass measurement to show the moisture mass as a

function of time. Care is taken to ensure no particles of material are entrained into

the air flow such that the only change in mass measured is that of the moisture.

To describe the drying rate of the material using this experimental data,

the slope of the mass-time curve is calculated and plotted against moisture content,

as shown in Figure 2-5b. Following this curve, the drying proceeds from right
B.

(high moisture content) to left (low moisture content). In practice various

mathematical functions are fit to different regions of the mass-time curve and the

time derivatives of these functions computed. Either method yields a moisture mass

flow which, when divided by the exposed surface area from which the drying took

place, gives the drying rate flux Nv. This plot of drying rate flux vs. moisture

content is referred to as the drying rate curve and is applied extensively in the

design and evaluation of conventional drying equipment.

xI
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If the drying experiment begins with a saturated material such that the

surface is fully wetted, the wet surface will quickly approach the wet bulb

temperature, and the surface humidity will be nearly equivalent to the saturated

humidity at the wet bulb temperature, Yw. Thus a constant drying rate will occur

and the external air conditions, air temperature, humidity and velocity, will entirely

determine the drying rate. According to Eq. 2-6 the constant drying rate No will

be

Nvo -- Ko (Yw-Ya) (2-20a)

Or in terms of the logarithmic potential, the flux is given by

Nv= K 0 DIn D + Ya (2-20b)

During this period, the rate of liquid moisture driven to the surface by the internal

mechanisms of moisture movement must be sufficient to keep the surface fully

wetted. Although simply described here, the period of constant drying rate is still

not fully understood, and may not appear for the drying of highly hygroscopic

materials (14). When moisture no longer moves to the surface at the same rate as

the free evaporation, the drying rate falls and is controlled by the internal

mechanisms of moisture transport. Materials with different internal moisture

transport mechanisms will exhibit different shapes of drying rate curves during the

falling rate period. Materials classified as capillary porous generally have a linear

falling rate period while hygroscopic porous or colloidal materials will exhibit more

,'
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complex, nonlinear falling rates. A thorough discussion is presented by van Brakel

(14) on the period of constant drying rate and subsequent diminished drying rate.

The moisture content at which the drying rate changes from a constant

rate to a falling rate, as shown in Figure 2-5b, is called the critical moisture content

Xcr. Below the critical moisture content, drying is hindered by limitations on

internal moisture movement. Where there is no sharp change in the drying rate

curve, the critical moisture content may be estimated graphically. The critical

moisture content is not constant for a given material but depends upon the initial

drying rate, the material thickness, and the material temperature (U). Critical

moisture contents for certain materials are listed in the Chemical Engineer's

Hlandbook(13), but should be taken only as typical values.

Although data may be taken for a given material over a range of

constant external conditions, the general form of the drying rate curve may be

similar in each case. The shape of the similar curves is a characteristic of the given

material; thus it should be possible to create a "characteristic drying curve" by

normalization of the drying rate and moisture content (). Although the

characteristic drying curve arises from the similarity of experimental data,

theoretical development shows that there is no true single characteristic drying curve

for a material. The theoretical curve is shown to be a function of the material form,

thickness, initial drying rate, and the wet bulb temperature of the air stream.

Ilowever, for a continuous dryer in which the material form and thickness as well

as inlet drying conditions are not changed, the influence of the wet bulb temperature

is second order and a single characteristic curve may be assumed (T_).
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An obvious basis for normalizing the drying rate under purely

convective heating conditions is the constant drying rate Nvo, which represents the

drying rate from a fully wetted surface. The relative drying rate f, is defined as

f Nv
fNvo (2-21)

and accordingly, the relative moisture content is normalized on the basis of the

critical moisture content. For a nonhygroscopic material the characteristic moisture

content D is
D X

Xcr (2-22)

where X and Xcr are averaged moisture contents for the material as the moisture

content will have a gradient through the depth of the material. For hygroscopic

materials, the normalized moisture content represents the amount of free, unbound

moisture.

(3X-X*)
Xcr-X*

where X* is the equilibrium moisture content for hygroscopic material at a given

value of the air humidity.

A typical characteristic drying curve is shown in Figure 2-6. where

f = f(0) (2-24)

At characteristic moisture contents above Q = 1, the drying is unhindered and the

relative drying rate is therefore equal to one. For moisture contents below critical
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the drying rate m ay be predicted fo ma the ch actc l i, ic dr) ing cur e bN ,. nh n ilng

the definition of the relative drying rate with Fq. .- 20a or 2 20b for the dr, ing rare

from a fully wetted surface at humidity Yw,

Nv f KO (Y0w Ya) (2-2.41

1 ) 4Y,
N, fKO1) In b -aj (2 2 ,b)

All of the parametcrs used to cvaluale the drying tate firom I' q. 2-25a

and 2-25b, except the relative drying rate f, are computed solely fr on the external

air conditions: Yw, the saturated wet bulb humidity, Ya, the bulk air humidity, 0,

the humidity potential coefficient which is a function of Yw and Ya, and Ko the

mass transfer coefficient. It is the function for the relative drying rate in terms of a

characteristic moisture content, ,f-f( ), that fully accounts for the hindered drying

rate due to the infernal mechanisms of moisture movement.

Although assumed to be derived from experimental data, the

characteristic drying curve may in principle be derived analytically or numerically

from theory describing the falling drying rate. Using simplified drying models,

Kecy and Suzuki dcive analytical expressions for characteristic drying curves

typical of porous non-hygroscopic materials ( I_5, 6).

The concept of the characteristic drying curve is a lowerful tool for the

dryer designer in that the drying rate for a given material under the var) ing range of

air conditions encountered in a dryer may be computed from Eqs,2- 2-5a or 2 25 if



tile charat, rtistic drying curve is available from limited laboratory or theoretical

studies. It is impoxrtant to note, however, that the drying rate curve as discus,,ed

abowe will in general not be applicable to drying with dielectric or radiative heat

source, (e.g. infrared). Successful incorporation of these phenomena will requirc a

relefinition of the procedure by which dr)ing rate data are normalized. Tis, is

discussed at greater length in Chapter 5.

In addition to use of the experimentally determined characteristic dr) ilg

curve, two simplified models of the diminished drying rate have been used in the

analysis of drying for porous materials (_). Predicted characte istic dry ing cur\es

often differ from the experimentally determined drying curves and hence, in

general, should not be used in dryer design. Simple drying models, however,

pro% ide insight into the physical priocesses responsible for qualitative drying

behavior.

Following the constant rate period where the surface is fully wetted, the

wetted surface model describes the subsequent decrease in the drying rate as a

consequence of the surface becoming only partially wetted. As drying proceeds the

wet surface becomes discontinuous with dry regions appearing (11). Reduction in

the surface area from which the moisture esaporates accounts for the diminhing

drying rate. For the simply described wetted surface moldel, the relative drying ralte

f has been derived as

%,• f '-' (2 20)
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Use of the wetted surface model as an analytical tool is limited. It is not physically

realistic except in the case of very thin materials such a% paper webs (3).

The other simplified model, which has been more widely discussed in

the literature is the receding plane model. This model assumes that as drying

progresses into the falling rate period, a plane of moisture from which evaporation

takes place recedes into the material parallel to the surface. Drying is hindered due

to the thermal and vapo-)r diffusive resistance of the dry region. Experimental

studies have supported this theory for describing the drying of porous non-

hygroscopic materials (Th).

Considering constant and isotropic diffusivities of vapor and heat, the

humidity and temperature gradients in the dry region should be as shown in Figure

2-7. Although drying is a transient phenomenon, quasi-steady analysis with linear

profiles is valid if the time scale for the rate of recession is large compared to the

time required for a steady state response of the temperature and humidity gradients

to the moving boundary. Arzan and Morgan (18) investigated this assumption

through use of a numerical model of the drying process considering a transient

receding plane and found that during all but the terminal period of drying, the quasi-

steady treatment was valid. The authors were inconclusive concerning the validity

during the final stages of drying to a bone dry material.

The receding evaporative plane model has been used to predict

characteristic drying cirves for porous non-hygroscopic materials.(J1.,1) lhe

function for the relative drying rate is developed in terms of the depth of the

" ' ;. ' .'.....* - :' .. ..*..* ..I .. .* . * .* . "..:,, ,".' ,.".'. ". "...', . .%. , ... .... .-. 'v v , .. .'
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% ~ Figure 2-7. Humrdity and temperature profiles associated with the receding plane
model of moisture movement
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evaporative plane relative to the total thickness b, and the mass transfer Biot

number, Bim-- Kob/D, where Da is the vapor diffusivity in the dry region. The

depth of the plane depends on the distribution of the moisture below. If drying is

rapid, a sharply defined front may sweep through the material as shown in Figure

2-8b. For mild drying conditions, the moisture gradient below the front will be less

severe as show in Figure 2-8a. Rather than using the diffusion model for moisture

transport, another approach for predicting drying characteristics is to use the

relationship between the capillary suction pressure and the moisture content. This

approach, along with the evaporative plane model, is used for predicting drying rate

curves and critical moisture contents of coarse granular materials (19).

The moisture content profile is a function of the diffusion of moisture in

the wet region, and of the boundary conditions. Assuming Fickian movement of

moisture beneath the front, and a constant moisture diffusivity, a parabolic profile

as sho 6ni in Figure 2-8a may be derived (1_6). The evaporative plane is the

boundary at which the moisture evaporates and diffuses out through the surface.

The evaporative flux is proportional to the moisture concentration gradient at this

boundary. For a constant material dry density Ps, the boundary condition is

pX

Nv= psDa "y (2-27)

Of course, for an impermeable boundary at the bottom of the material, y b, the

boundary condition is that of zero moisture flux.

%,.
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Figure 2-8. Moisture content profiles associated with the receding evaporative

plane in a) gentle drying, and b) intensive drying
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At the onset of hinder, d drying, when the material is at an average

critical moisture content Xcr, the front is at the surface ( -- 0) and the parabolic

profile extends thi:-.gh the material. Using this profile and the given boundary

conditions, the local critical moisture content at the base of the material, X icr, is

given as

Nvob
Xlcr -2D a  (2-28)

And for this profile, the average critical moisture content is simply

2
Xcr = 'Xicr (2-29)

For a given porous nonhygroscopic material, the receding plane model

along with the foregoing assumptions, yields a function for the critical moisture

content in terms of the initial drying rate and the material thickness. The same

analysis is used to derive an expression for the critical moisture content in the case

of high intensity drying where the moisture content profile is as shown in Figure 2-

8b. For the high intensity case, the region of diminished moisture content does not

extend through the material as the region below 5 remains at the initial moisture

content X0 . In this case the critical moisture content is given by ()

cr - 3 PsL] X (2-30)

The dimensionless parameter used in Eqs. 2-28 and 2-30, Nvb , is called the
psX a

intensity of drying,N. For larger values of N the drying is severe and the moisture

content profile has a narrow zone of steep gradient as shown in Figure 2-8b. Ior

N , W

*r'17 F
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smaller values of N there is a wide zone indicative of gentle drying conditions as

shown in Figure 2-8a. It is shown that for a drying intensity of N greater than 2,

the parabolic profile does not extend through the entire depth of the material (Figure

2-8b) and the drying is classified as high intensity. For N less than 2 the drying is

classified as low intensity (3).

Figure 2-9 shows the relationship between critical moisture content and

the drying intensity given by Eqs. 2-28 and 2-29. This theoretical critical point

*, curve is for a nonhygroscopic slab-form material with constant diffusivity. For real

materials the moisture diffusivity Da is not constant but dependent upon the

moisture content. Some consideration of variable diffusivity with the evaporative

plane model is given in the referenced literature 1

2.2.4 Applied Drying Theory

In applying drying theory to a usable model for design, the modeling

problem can be separated into two distinct areas: 1) model of the drying kinetics,

referred to as the "product model", and 2) model describing the material's

interaction with the air stream, the "equipment model" (2).

For the model developed in this report, the characteristic drying curve,

along with equilibrium and critical moisture content data, provides the product

model. The characteristic drying curve will predict the local drying rate as a

function of the local mean moisture content and the local external air conditions,

determined from experimental drying rate data or from theory.

• A.? . , ., "' . , •,P ,r ,,. , .. d ,, ,,. ,. ,r .. . '. .
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Figure 2-9. Theoretical critical point curve for nonhygroscopic porous materials
with constant diffusivities. Adapted from Keey Q~)
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The equipment model developed here is for a continuous single-zone

convective tunnel dryer as shown in Figure 2-10. In the tunnel dryer the air flow

may either be concurrent, i.e., in the same direction as the material flow, or

countercurrent, i.e., opposite the material flow. The moisture leaving the material

is entrained into the air stream, whose dry mass flow rate is G, with progressive

humidification from entrance to outlet. The convective heat transfer coefficient, h,

and mass transfer coefficient K0 , are specified from correlations of Nusselt

numbers corresponding to tie flow geometry and air velocity. Wet product enters

at a given moisture content Xi and product flow rate L, and is delivered at the exit at

a desired moisture content Xe.

The equipment model also specifies the means for providing heat

transfer to the product. The process through the length of the tunnel dryer may, for

example, be adiabatic or isothermal, in which heat is added continuously to the air

stream to maintain a constant temperature. Of particular interest in this work is the

use of dielectric heating to heat the material. The equipment model can be used to

define desirable location and intensity of dielectric heating to reduce drying

equipment costs.

l% . V

AM ' -V
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!
air mass flow rate - G

- concurrent
--- countercurrent

product mass flow rate - L
wet dry

Figure 2-10. Continuous convective tunnel dryer
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYTICAL FORMULATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

To predict the process conditions in a continuous convective tunnel

dryer, a differential control volume analysis is used (Figure 3-1) where Az defines

the length of the control volume. Assuming steady state conditions, energy and

mass balances are derived for the control volume and the resulting equations solved

numerically. The drying rate flux is found from the characteristic drying curve for

the product, which specifies the drying rate flux as a function of the moisture

content and local external conditions. Although the characteristic drying curve

allows prediction of drying rates without specifically defining the means of

moisture transport within the material, some model of the thermal transport in the

material is needed to evaluate the heat flux. Using a quasi-steady analysis, the

receding evaporative plane model discussed in Chapter 2 defines boundary

conditions for heat conduction within the material. The differential analysis will

provide the drying flux, temperature, and humidity profiles through the length of

the dryer, and hence the dryer length required for a given set of initial operating

conditions and product moisture specifications.

48
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3.2 DEFINITION OF CONTROL VOLUMES

Assuming the receding evaporative plane model of moisture movement,

three adjacent control volumes as shown in Figure 3-1 are specified for analysis. A

lumped parameter analysis will be made for the y-direction thermal and mass

transport between the regions. Control volume I (CV I) corresponds to the region

of moist air bounded between the surface of the material and the insulated top of the

tunnel dryer. CV II is the dry region of the material bounded above by the surface

and below by the receding evaporative front. CV III encompasses the wet region of

the material below the evaporative plane. During the initial stages of drying, the

surface may be fully wetted in which case CV H, the dry region, will not exist.

3.3 HEAT AND MASS BALANCES

For the general case of hindered drying an evaporative plane will exist

(Figure 3-1) and energy balances for the three control volumes yield Eqs. 3-1

through 3-3. The complete derivation of all energy and mass balance equations is

detailed in Appendix A. Due to the low thermal conductivities of commonly dried

materials and the small temperature gradient in the z-direction, axial conduction is

neglected in the analysis. Also, the enthalpy of wetting of the material, and the

amount of air entering the material are considered to be negligible.

The assumption of a linear temperature profile in the dry region, as

discussed in Chapter 2, corresponds to a quasi-steady analysis. Although this

analysis of the convective dryer considers the evaporative plane to be transient with
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respect to position in the z-direction rather than with time, the assumption remains

valid.

For the control volume encompassing the humid air, shown in Figure

3-2, an energy balance yields

aha
Nvhv + Qas = G j- + h(Ta-Ts) (3-1)

The enthalpy change of the humid air is equivalent to the difference between the

vapor enthalpy entering from the material, Nvhv, and the heat convected to the

surface plus any source of air heating in the volume, Qas.

An energy balance about the dry region, CV II yields

a (Ts-Te) (3-2)
h(Ta-Ts) + Pd= L Cps -j-* + Kd

In Eq. 3-2, the left-hand side terms are the convective heating and dielectric heating

of the region where Pd is the volumetric power density for the dry material. These

terms correspond to Qconv and Qvol-dry as shown in Figure 3-2. This entering

energy is balanced by the heat conducted to the wet region and the sensible heat

changes in the region shown as Qcond and Qsens-dry in Figure 3-2. 1 lere Kd and CPS

are the thermal conductivity and the specific heat of dry material respectively and Tit

is the mean temperature in the region. The enthalpy change due to the net

convective transport of vapor through the dry region is neglected. For Eqs. 3-I and

3-2, it is therefore assumed that the cnthalpy of the vapor, h, corresponds to the

interface temperature, and does not change as the vapor diffuses through the dry

,2 J
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region. The actual enthalpy of the vapor leaving the surface will be between two

extremes. In one case, as has been assumed, the leaving vapor temperature remains

at Te; in the other, the leaving vapor temperature is equal to the surface temperature,

Ts, i.e., the "dry" material and diffusing vapor are in thermal equilibrium. If the

vapor and material do not interact thermally, the vapor temperature will remain

constant through the dry region. Although the actual leaving vapor temperature will

be somewhere between Te and T., the difference in vapor enthalpy evaluated at the

two extreme temperatures is small in comparision with the enthalpy of vaporization.

An energy balance about CV IlII yields

* (Ts-Te) + Pw (b-k) = Nvhfg + L XCPf+ CPS (33)

For the wet region, the heat conducted from the dry region, plus any volumetric

heating such as dielectric, Qvol-wet, where Pw is the volumetric power deposition in

the wet material, results in the evaporation of moisture, Nvhfg (Qevap in Figure 3-2)

and the specific heating of the moisture and solid in the region with specific heats

Cpg and Cps respectively.

For the quasi-steady assumption, the vapor flux does not change

through the dry region. The moisture mass balances for the air and wet material

control volumes yield

Nv - Gaya -- (3 4)

Nv -1 (Z (3-5)
I;z

%
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According to Eq. 3-4 the vapor flux from the surface Nv humidifies tile

air across the control volume. Eq. 3-5 shows that the vapor flux is equal to the

change in the moisture content X across the control volume. Although air enters the

porous material as moisture leaves, its influence upon the heat and mass balance is

negligible (3).

Eqs. 3-1 through 3-5 provide the basis for a model of the heat and mass

transfer process within the differential control volume. It is evident from the

number of unknown variables, however, that these five equations are not sufficient

for a solution. Considering z the independent variable, the air temperature Ta, air

humidity Ya, surface temperature Ts, evaporative interface temperature Te, moisture

content X, and drying flux N, are the primary dependent variables. In addition to a

relationship between N, and the other variables, expressions for variable properties

and for the rate coefficients h and Ko are required for solution.

In some cases, the drying time is minimized by keeping the air

temperature as high as practically possible within constraints of material quality.

Ileat is added to the air stream, by steam coils for example, to maintain a constant

air temperature. In this case, instead of the air temperature being variable, the

amount of heat added to the air stream Qas is taken as a dependent variable to

maintain the constant temperature.

Many of the properties of air and water used in the analysis, such as

specific heats and thermal conductivities, are temperature dependent and may vary

significantly over the range of temperatures encountered in drying. The

.. . ... .~ ..... .. . ... .......S . . .-**~5?% .*,; , * . . .*** . .. .... . .. .-. . ..
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expressions for variable properties used in the analysis are listed in Appendix B.

The product properties are assumed to be constant.

3 4 AIR ENTLIALPY EXPRESSION

The humid air enthalpy, ha, in Eq. 3-1, is a function of the air

temperature and the air humidity for a given pressure as shown in Eq. 2-1. The

enthalpies of the air and vapor may be determined from the specific heats. By

definition

= 1P 
(3-6)

and the enthalpy h at temperature T1 may be found by integrating Cp from a

reference temperature Tref to TI. For temperatures normally encountered in drying,

it is sufficiently accurate to determine the enthalpy of air or vapor in a given phase

by evaluating the temperature dependent specific heats at the arithmetic mean

between T l and Tref such that ()

h = Cp (TI-Tref) (3-7)

For the remainder of the analysis Tref will be taken as 00 C, and the specific heat,

Cp, will be evaluated at mean temperature. Also, water as a saturated liquid at 00 C

is the reference enthalpy for water in either liquid or vapor phase. To evaluate the

enthalpy of vapor in humid air from this reference, consider the process as moisture

in air is cooled from a vapor at TI to the liquid state at 00 C. First, the air is cooled

to the dew point temperature, Tdp. Next, all vapor is condensed at Tdp and then the

t

,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . .. . . . .. .... . . ..- -- ... - .*,..-.-, , . , , . ,.-
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liquid cooled to the reference temperature, 0' C. The enthalpy change for the

cooling process corresponding to this path is given by

hv = CpfTdp 4- hfg + Cpv(T1-Tdp) (3-8)

where Cpf and Cpv are the specific heats of liquid and vapor respectively and hfg is

the heat of vaporization at Tdp. Therefore, the enthalpy of humid air at a

temperature of T1 and humidity Y1 is given by the summation of hv and hda

ha = CpaTi + Yl(CpfTdp + hfg + Cpv(T1-Tdp)) (3-9)

where Cpa is the specific heat of dry air.

The dew point temperature Tdp has been introduced for use in

determining the air enthalpy. For air conditions at a given temperature Ta, and

humidity Ya, the temperature at which air is saturated at the given humidity is

defined as the dew point temperature. At a given air pressure

Ysat(Tdp) = Ya (3-10)

The saturated humidity of air, Ysat, at a given temperature and pressure is found by

evaluating the saturation pressure of water vapor pws, at the given temperature.

This is shown in Appendix B.

3.5 DRYING RATE EQUATION

If the material is saturated with moisture such that X > Xcr, the surface

will be fully wetted and the drying rate is given by Eq. 2-4

'I.
J.
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Nv =Kol1) In D + Y5 3-1
ID+ Ya (-1

where the surface humidity Ys is determined from the surface temperature Ts.

If the drying is hindered (X < Xcr), the drying flux Nv is evaluated from Eq. 2-25b.

NvfKODln[ID+ Yw (3-12)

This equation introduces another primary unknown, the relative drying rate f. The

relative diying rate is a function of the characteristic moisture content D where (I is

evaluated from the moisture content X and the critical moisture content Xcr. If the

material is hygroscopic, the characteristic moisture content is also a function of the

equilibrium moisture content X* as given in Eq. 2-23.

Also, Yw, the saturated humidity at the wet bulb temperature, must be

evaluated. The saturated wet bulb humidty q.nd corresponding wet bulb

temperature are functions of the air temperature and humidity as given by Eq. 2-16,

which, with the logarithmic potential, is

h(Ta-Tw) = Ko D In [ + hfg (3-13)

The saturated wet bulb humidity and wet bulb temperature are found by

simultaneous solution of Eq. 3-13 and equations that give the relationship between

air temperature and saturated humidity. Eq. 3-14 shows the relationship between

the partial pressure of water vapor in air, Pw, and air humidity,

%:Ya = D ---P--
(Pa-Pw) (3-14)

,%.V
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where D is the ratio of the molecular weight of air to water, and Pa is the total

pressure of the air/vapor mixture. The relationship between saturated partial vapor

pressure of air as a function of air temperature is given in Appendix B For

convenience in analysis and computation, the relationship between saturated

humidity and air temperature is stated as a known function,

Ysat = Ysat(Ta) (3-15)

3.5.1 Product Model

The characteristic drying curve presents a function for the relative

drying rate f in terms of normalized moisture content (D

f = f((t) (3-16)

Although not necessarily constrained to this simple form, Keey(3) provides

examples where f = On. For example, a drying process involving peeled timber

veneers is approximated with n= 3

The effects of dielectric heating on drying curves is the focus of current

study. To achieve an understanding of dielectrically enhanced drying, it is

necessary to determine which parameters should be used to normalize the drying

rate and moisture content to give a characteristic drying curve valid over a range of

external and dielectric heating conditions. The constant drying rate for conventional

drying is determined from a surface energy balance where the fully wetted surface

temperature has reached the wet bulb as shown in Eq. 2-20. With dielectric
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heating, the moist material is sensibly heated and a constant drying rate may occur
after the material reaches its boiling point. Steady-state conditions (constant drying

rate) may exist at temperatures below the boiling point if heat is removed from the

material by convection into the air stream. For high intensity dielectric heating,

capable of inducing boiling, and with relatively small convective heating or cooling,

it may be assumed that the constant drying rate is simply proportional to the amount

of dielectric energy supplied to the material. Experimental data have suggested that

the constant rate period may prevail to very low moisture contents yielding a

correspondingly small critical moisture content (24). 1 lence, the normalization

parameters for Xcr and Nvo, for cases of dielectrically augmented heating are

functions of the dielectric power as well as external air conditions, but the

relationships have not yet been determined from either analytical or experimental

work. Further studies of the normalization question are crucial in order to expand

the concept of characteristic drying curves for analysis over a range of both external

and internal heating conditions.

The instantaneous position of the evaporative plane below the material

surface is a function of both the moisture content and moisture distribution in the

material. From an analysis of the characteristic drying curve, assuming constant

moisture diffusivity in a porous nonhygroscopic material, the follow relation

between the characteristic moisture content (D and the depth of recession , is

derived (5).

=D f I (3-17)

. b
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Note that for the case of f = (, is zero and no front is present. T1his linear falling

rate curve is said to be characteristic of slow drying of thick material very slowly

and is supported by experimental data (ii).

3.5.2 TranspQrt Coefficients

The convective heat transfer coefficient, h, may be computed from

empirical relations. Most published correlations are for cases of simple geometries

and well defined flows, while relations for practical drying conditions are relatively

scarce. In the absence of heat transfer data for the specific material and dryer

application, approximate relations may be adequate for preliminary design and

comparison of dryer configurations (a). The Nusselt number is usually given as a

function of the Reynolds and Prandl numbers as shown in Eq. 3-18.

Nu = Ci Re m Prn  (3-18)

where the coefficients C1,m, and n are dependent upon the particular flow velocity,

geometry and thermal boundary conditions (22). For air within the temperature

range of interest here, the Prandi number may be considered constant and the

relation may be expressed as

Nu C2Re m  (3-19)

For internal or external turbulent flow, and a moderate Prandl number, correlations

typically give m =-and n between and -depending upon the thermal boundary

conditions. External flow correlations may be applied in the tunnel dryer using a

Jm

A
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length averaged Nusselt number, NUL. For material laid on trays, Treybal (1)

recommends

NUL = 0.055 ReL0 8  (3-20)

The mass transfer coefficient, Ko, may be calculated through the heat and mass

transfer analogy discussed in Chapter 2. Given the Lewis number and mean

specific heat for the air, Eq. 2-14 is rearranged to give

Ko h 3 Le 213

K=h P (3-21)CP

where Cp, the specific heat of the total gas flow, and the properties used in

computing the Lewis number are evaluated at the film temperature, (Ta + Ts)/2, and

film humidity, (Ya + Ys)/2 (.Q).

3.5.3 Number of transfer units. NTU

Dryer performance may be evaluated considering the "number of

transfer units" associated with a dryer. Similar in concept to the NTU associated

with heat exchangers, rather than describing the heat transfer capacity, the number

of transfer units for a dryer describes the evaporative (mass transfer) capacity. The

number of transfer units for drying is given as Q.)

outlet
f dYa (3-22a)NTU ysy a

inlet

V
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where Ya and Ys are the bulk air and surface humidities. For computation, Eq. 3-
22a is approximated by

N+I
AYa (3-22b)

NTU = Ys-Ya
1

3.6 COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

The differential energy and mass balance equations are discretized and

solved numerically along with the characteristic drying curve equation, rate

coefficient equations, and variable property equations. The first order nonlinear

differential equations are discretized with simple difference elements. For example,

d"T AT
" = - Az (3-23)

,X AX

"- =z (3-24)

where a difference element is given as

AT = Ti - Ti-I (3-25)

I lere, i is the current step and i-I is the previous step. Beginning with the given

inlet conditions, the set of nonlinear equations are solved at each (ith) step.

Rather than dividing the length of the dryer into i Az increments, it is

more convenient to take the moisture content, X, as the independent variable and

step through the length of the dryer in AX increments from the entering wet material

moisture content to the desired exit moisture Q(2). At each AX step, the

- at•. N. .... ° . ,.*.. .- o. ... * ... ............................... ..... ........ . . .. .. . .
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corresponding length, Az, is solved for along with the other dependent variables.

This is computationally convenient because the primary variable of interest, Nv, is

given as a function of X.

The preceding analysis results in fourteen equations and fourteen

dependent variables for the general case of hindered drying (f = f()). Tables 3-1

and 3-2 summarize the dependent variables and equations with short descriptions.

9. The basic computational procedure for solution of the governing equations is to

decrement the moisture content, X, by a given AX, from the inlet moisture content

to the exit moisture content, and solve the set of non-linear equations for the

dependent variables at each step. A flow chart of the computational procedure is

shown in Figure 3-3.

NP,. Following from the start, the program reads the input data from a file

and then calculates a constant step size (AX) based upon the difference between the

inlet and outlet moisture contents and the number of steps. The Fortran variables

that represent the dependent variables of the analysis must be set at some initial

value before calling the nonlinear equation solver subroutine. The set of nonlinear

equations is especially sensitive to changes in the wet bulb temperature when the air

and wet bulb humidities are very close. A gx initial guess for the wet bulb

temperature is necessary for convergence for the system. Therefore, the initial

guesses for both the wet bulb and dew point temperatures are made by solving the

wet bulb and dew point equations, Eqs. 3-10 and 3-13, through an initial call to the

nonlinear equation solver subroutine. The initial guesses of air temperature and

product temperature are simply their given input values. I fowever, the initial

m.
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guesses of drying flux, and Az must be first calculated. After the initialization of

the Fortran variables, a DO loop is entered which decrements the moisture content

and calls the nonlinear system of equations solver at each step from initial to exit

moisture content. After each call, the solved discretized variables are reset to be the

4 i 1 value at the next call. Also, if the step is at a print interval the variables ;re

written to file.

The system of nonlinear equations is solved by a subroutine called

NlSYS'I, taken from a numerical analysis text (24). Newton's method is

employed where the partial derivativcs of functicrns representing the equations are

estimated by perturbing the variables with a small change and dividing this into the

result of the function change. The matrix corresponding to Taylor series

expansions of the functions with the approximated values of the partial derivatives

is then solved by an accompanying matrix solving subroutine, ELIM, which yields

improved values for the dependent variables. T'e procedure continues until a

convergence criterion is satisfied. NI.SYST is liinited in that for convergence, the

initial guesses must be relatively close. Also, the magnitude of the perturbation

must be small enough to give a good estimate of the partial derivatives without

excessive round-off error (24). As given in the reference, the perlurbation,

DFLTA, is a constant input argument of the srbroutine NI..SYST. Since the ,ct of

nonlinear equations solves for va, ibles with large differences in magnitude (N, is

of (rdcr 10 3 and ha of order 102), the subroutine is mtified sUt h that the

perturbations are computed as a given percentage of the variahle's current vadue.

Although the computational model is presented with the subioitine NI S YST. (,thcr

subroutines may be used.

4.
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N, drying rate flux

"aa ir temtpeatUre

Ya .. i humidity

I'w ,ct bulb Icmperiutire

Yw 'aturated wet bulb humidity

Td '(Jdew point temperature

ha humid air cthalpy

T. surface temferature

Te evaporative plane and wet
region temperature
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TABLE 3-2

Summary Dk)scriptions of Equations

3-1 energy balance, air region, CV I

3-2 energy balance, dry region, CV II
3-3 energy balance, det region, CV Il

-,3-3 energy balance, wet region, CV ll!

3 4 moisture mass balance, air region, C V I

3-5 moisture mass balance, wet region, CV Ill

3-9 humid air enthalpy expression

3-10 dew xint temperature definition

3- 12 drying rate equation

3-13 surface energy balance defining wet bulb
conditions

3-15 relationship between saturated humidity
and temlerature

C-.

"' 3-16 characteristic drying curve function

3- 17 evaxrative plane position

3- 19 convective hcat Iransfer coefficient
co relation

3-21 heait and mass transfer analogy rel 1ing
tI ansp I co.ffic icnts h and K,

'"
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CHAPTER 4

VALIDATION STU DIES

4.1 INTRODUCION

Studies were carried out to determine the degree of agrecmCTt betvACCn

the dryer model and experimentally and analytically derived drying data. The three

case studies described in this chapter consider comparisons to both anal)tical and

experimental results for drying in a convective tunnel dryer without dielectric

heating. To predict drying times in the case of dielectric heating, an appropriate

product model of drying in a dielectric field is necessary, and as mentioned in

Chapter 3, development of such product models is a topic of current investigations

beyond the scope of this report. The product model, whether for convective drying

or dielectrically-enhanced drying, describes how the drying rate is hindered by

moisture transpxrt through the material. Even without a reliable product model for

dieiectrically-heated material, the dryer model may still be used with dielectric

heating for cases in which the material does not hinder the drying, i.e., when the

material moisture content is above saturation, with a corresponding fully wetted

.surface.

68
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4.2 MODEL~ VERIFICATION Sm VDIFS

4.2. 1 Adiabattic Satur j"i iind Isothc mAl h brSiult n

In the initial Stages of thle model dc% clopment, two limiting, case dr) I ng

s cenarios wecre sI iulated and the resulIts Awcre analy zedl for rat Iinal be havItor. One

cnrowas as an adihai sauI to chIe as s niFigure 2-7. If the

material Surface remainus full), wetted throu~ghout the aiaba)Ltic dr)er, I e. no

hindered dr) r112, and the air flow, rate IS SUC Ii that thle sur-face te mperCIat ire

approacheis its Saturatlion valuLe, then thle air teinilratu re w Ill tprnLh le ad(iabatic

saturaIthInl tempel-rature. lir moe rdions are presenited in FigLire 4- ]a. I-or
4'h od lpe 'eiIt

this casec the air enters at 26.67 Cand 0.00981 kg/'kg, corresponding to a wekt bulb

tempevrature of 1 8 33' C. At these conditions thle adiabatic Saturation tempevrature is

within 0.1 5' C of the Wet bulb temrnVtUre (2). As shown in Figure 4- Ia. thle air

temperature approaches 18.3' C through a very long dryer length.

An IN( thermal configuration was also run to e ianine the a ppri ch of

thle pr-oduct tmpevrature to the constant air te-merature, lThe tempefratlure of thle full\

*wetted Surface 'A ill follow thle Wet bulb temperature wAhich lin i-eases as thle air isI

h urmidified. At saturation, the air te ilperatur e and wAet humlb temperatmure are

ideritical. The results are show-n in Firure 4 lb. sw herc the air temper .rture is

con)rstanit at NTY C arid is h u mid ified to satummrtion. ( )n ihe hao s if these 'san ith

checks, it IS concluded that the heat and mass, balances are pi perk c( impku ed and

that thle cailculaited psy'chromretric air pnipei is areA in gii'a 'cewr \ i th

publihed pY(Lhronietric data.
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4.2.2 Integration of Drying Curve

The next step in confirming model predictions is to compare the drying

time produced by the model with drying time arrived at through analytical

integration of a given single drying curve. Recalling the development of the

characteristic drying curve discussed in Chapter 2, a water content versus time

curve for constant air temperature and humidity conditions is transformed into a

drying rate versus moisture content curve. The drying rate and moisture content are

then normalized by the drying rate from a fully wetted surface and the critical

moisture content, respectively, yielding the characteristic drying curve. Beginning

with a given characteristic drying curve, the procedure may be reversed, yielding an

expression for drying time as a function of moisture content under constant air

conditions. The analytical results may then be compared with the predictions of the

numerical model as a check on the accuracy of the numerical "denormalization" and

integration procedures.

Consider a continuous tunnel dryer with very large air mass flow rate,

G, such that the air conditions approach constant air temperature and humidity.

This simulates the constant air conditions under which data for a drying curve is

taken. For a constant product flow rate, L, and an established dryer lcngth, the

time required for drying is obtained. Assume a given function for the characteristic

drying curve

f f() (4-1)

..........- ....
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where the relative drying rate, f, is given by
Nv

f Nvo (4-2)

and for a nonhygroscopic material the normalized moisture content is

X
£ - (4-3)

Considering Xcr constant and, for constant air conditions, No constant, Eq. 4-1

becomes

NvfX (4-4)

The drying rate flux, Nv, is obtained from experimental data through the following

definition

Om 1

ax A (4-5)

Integration of Eq. 4-5 between given moisture contents will yield the time of

drying. The mass of water is related to the moisture content, X, by

mw= A b Ps X (4-6)

where A is the area of the sample, b is the sample depth, and ps is the dry material

(solids) density. Combining Eqs. 4-5 and 4-6, for constant area, depth, and dry

density of the material yields

axNv =-Ps b aT.__-7)

I' 47
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Integrating from the given initial to final moisture content gives the time of drying

Xi

a flaX (4-8)Xps bifN

The drying flux Nv is given as a function of the moisture content by Eq. 4-4. For

this case, consider a given function

f = q)3/4 (4-9)

and consequently

Nv = Nvo Xcr)  (4-10)

Combining Eq. 4-10 with 4-8 and integrating

s =-b Xcr3 4 (Xfl/4-xil/4) (4-11)'t-Nvo

The drying rate from a fully wetted surface, Nvo, is found by Eq. 2-25b

Nv=fKODn[D+ Yw] (4-12)

where Ko , Yw, and Ya are determined from the constant air conditions.

For selected initial and final moisture contents, given the characteristic

drying curve of Eq. 4-9 and constant air conditions, the time of drying computed

by the model may be compared with the result of Eq. 4 11.
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One of the model predictions is dryer length, computed from the

summation of the Az increments determined for each step. The time of drying may

be calculated from the dryer length and material velocity.

ZL
- sim = (4-13)

where 'sim is the time found in the computer simulation, ZL is the computed length,

and Vs is the velocity of the material (product). For a constant material density, Ps,

and cross sectional flow area Ax, the solids mass flow rate may be given as

L = Ps Ax Vs (4-14)

The cross sectional flow area is the product of the width of the material flow, which

was assumed as one unit in the analysis, and the depth of material, b. For the

sinulation of constant air conditions, the product dry mass flow rate, L, is an

arbitrary input.

For the comparison, consider a constant air temperature of 750 C, and

an air humidity of 0.050 kg/kg. The corresponding wet bulb temperature and wet

bulb saturated humidity are 43.80 C and 0.06473 kg/kg. Assuming a constant mass

transfer coefficient of 0.10 kg/m2s the constant drying rate of Eq. 4-12 is

0.0013487 kg/m 2s. The dry product density, ps is assumed to be 100 kg/n 3, the

product thickness, b, 0.01 m, and the critical moisture content, Xcr, 1.0 kg/kg. If

the material is dried from an initial moisture content of 1.0 kg/kg to a final moisture

content of 0.2 kg/kg, Eq. 4-11 gives t 982.48 s.

N''- 5* **m
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To maintain the constant air condition in the model simulation, a very

large air mass flow rate was entered, G = 5x 106 kg/s. If the product dry mass flow

rate, L, is chosen as 1 kg/s, the overall moisture mass balance for the dryer

G (Ya out- Yain) = L (Xi- Xf) (4-15)

yi-ds AYa = 1.6 x 10-6, a negligible change in air humidity. Also with L = 1 kg/s,

and the given solids density and depth, Eq. 4-13 gives a solids velocity, Vs, of 1

mi/s. Therefore, the time of drying , in seconds, is numerically equal to the dryer

length, ZL, in meters.

The result of the model simulation with the previously given inputs of

air conditions, moisture contents, and product model, and with a constant mass

transfer rate Ko, gives a very small error (less than 0.02 percent) when compared to

the result of Eq. 4-11. With the model configured for concurrent air flow and 100

nodes the dryer length is 982.2 m, and for 500 nodes, 982.3 m. Additionally, the

same lengths result for running the model in the countercurrent mode, as expected.

Figure 4-2 shows the model results of drying rate flux as a function of position in

the dryer.

The agreement between numerical and analytical prediction of the

drying time suggests that the drying model does not suffer from numerical

inadequacies. However, this does not confirm the model performance under

realistic drying conditions where air conditions change along the length of the

dryer.
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4.2.3 Design Case Study

The third case study is a comparison of model predictions with a

worked example from Kcey (M) of drying in a conveyor (tunnel) dryer under

various configurations: adiabatic countercurrent air flow, adiabatic concurrent

flow, and isothermal countercurrent flow. The primary differences between the

analysis in Reference 26 and that used here are the assumptions made in the

reference of negligible sensible heating of the moist material and constant

convectivec hat and a:zss transfer coefficicnts. Although the model is not limited

by these simplifying assumptions, the resulting differences are negligible for this

case.

The problem specifications are as follows:

MA'ERIAL SPECIFICATIONS:

characteristic drying curve f =(3/4

hygroscopic material with an X* 0.1 6rh
equilibrium moisture content (rh - relative
given by humidity, percent)

constant critical moisture content Xcr = 1.2 kg/kg

inlet moisture content Xo 1.5 kg/kg

outlet moisture content X, 0. 15 kg/kg

material thickness b 0.010 in

product flow rate (dry mass basis) L - 0.16667 kg/s

5o
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AIR CONDITIONS:

entering air temperature 800 C

entering air humidity 0.0648 kg/kg

air flow rate (dry air basis) 22.5 kg/s

Note that in the analysis of the tunnel dryer, the computations are made

from the inlet of the dryer, which is defined as the end at which the wet material

enters. For the countercurrent case the air enters the dryer from the opposite end.

Therefore, to begin the computational procedure, an estimate of the exiting air

conditions, at the wet product inlet, must be made. The change in air humidity

across the dryer can be found from Eq. 4-15, leaving only the exiting air

temperature to be estimated. An iterative procedure is used in which the exiting air

temperature is estimated, the resulting entering air temperature from the model

output is compared with the given entering air temperature, and a new estimate is

made. The estimated entering air temperature may be corrected by the difference

between the output and desired exiting air temperature. Using this method for this

case, convergence to within 10 C of the exiting air temperature was reached in three

iterations.

In the model, additional material and air flow parameters are necessary,

such as the material specific heat, thermal conductivity, and air velocity. Since the

example makes reference to drying of wallboard and timber veneers, values for the

material specific heat and thermal conductivity are taken from data for hardwoods

~(8).

K .. .. . ... 5.% s
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material thermal conductivity, q .00016 k\V/m °C

material specific heat, Cp, 1.256 kJ/kg 'C

Also, the parameters used in the calculation of the rate coefficients must

be entered in the model. The example does not specify a mass transfer coefficient,

but presents the drying flux on a relative basis, in which a drying rate of 1

corresponds to drying rate of a fully wetted surface at the entering air conditions.

Therefore, sorme nominal conditions are assigned in the model:

air velocity 4.0 m/s

and for the heat transfer correlations in which Nu := C2Rem

C2  0.055

m 0.8

characteristic length 4.0 m

Further model specifications include the air pressure, assumed to be at one

atmosphere, and amount of dielectric heating of the material, considered zero in this

example. In the adiabatic case, there is no air heat source, whereas in the

isothermal case the amount of air heating required to maintain constant temperature

is compuh ,1 at each step.

To complete the model input parameters, the number of computational

steps is set at 135, giving a moisture content decrement of 0.01 kg/kg.

* .*,.



The model predictions for al thrce corlfigurations are sh, n 1 1,'i 11 c

4-3a. The drying rate flux, Nv, has been normalized (in the dr) ing valte fronm a fully

wetted surface at the entering air conditions of 80' C and humidity of 0.0648 kgkg,

Nao, to show relative performance among the different configurations. Note that

the drying rate Nao occurs at the entering conditions in the adiabatic concuncnt

configuration. The dimensionless moisture content against which the drying raItes

are plotted is given by (X-Xz)/(Xo-Xz) where X0 and Xz are tile entering and

]caving moisture contents, respectively, such that a moisture content of 1

corresponds to the inlet and 0 to the exit. At the critical moisture contcnt, X,.r - 1.2

kg/kg, the dimensionless moisture content is 0.78.

For the adiabatic concurrent configuration, the air and moist material

enter at the same end of the dryer. As shown in Figure 4-3a, the drying flux

decreases as the air and product progress through the dryer. The decrease in the

drying rate is caused by progressive humidification of the air which reduces the

humidity potential between the material surface and the air stream. Also, as the

material moisture content drops below critical, the drying rate is hindered according

to the given characteristic drying curve. The first inflection in the drying rate curve,

following from right to left, reflects the influence of hindered drying occurring at

the critical moisture content.

Again referring to Figure 4-3a, consider the curve representing the

adiabatic countercurrent configuration. I lere, the entering moist product contacts

the exiting air that has been humidified and cooled as it progressed through the

dryer. Accordingly, for moisture contents greater than critical, the drying rate
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increases almost linearly as the material surface encounters hotter and less humid

air. When the moisture content reaches the critical point, the drying is then

hindered, reflected in the tapering off of the drying rate. As the moisture content

drops, the normalized drying rate decreases as the 3/4 power of characteristic

moisture content, such that this resistance to internal moisture transport eventually

overcomes the effect of decreasing air humidity. Consequently the drying rate

continues to fall slowly as the material progresses to the exit.

The last configuration considered is that of isothermal countercurrent

air flow. Figure 4-3a shows the inlet drying rate for this case is significantly higher

than that for the adiabatic countercurrent case, due to the higher wet bulb

temperature for the isothermal case. Recalling the equation for hindered drying,

'q. 3-12, Yw corresponds to the saturated humidity at the wet bulb temperature,

which, for a constant air humidity, increases with air temperature. Again, the

=e. drying rate increases as the material encounters less humid, although isothermal air.

Also, as the moisture content falls below critical, the drying rate turns down and

falls to the exiting conditions. Note that the exiting drying rates for both

countercurrent cases are equal, corresponding to the equivalence of the air

temperatures, humidities and product moisture contents.

Figure 4-3b shows the results for the three configurations as presented

in Reference 26. The results are in good agreement, giving credibility to the

performance of the model. In a subsequent paper by Keey, tabular data are given

corresponding to the adiabatic countercurrent configuration of the example problem

(2Q). The tabulated values for relative drying rate are plotted in Figure 4-3a. The

rt °'. £t c .' .go ' -c . r • .2 - --.- o• - -. #.-...-. - . -•-•£ . --~d.k . -. ' %. -. •.•.. .. ......- ...-



compI)u cr miodl I) Ieclds dry r ig rate I C ppro x I nI ately 4 pe icent gre awer th,,n thle

tabu lated valIutis for the ad L~ han c cou nterc urren t ca se. Th e pn h1 ec n, ats Nxt irk ed n

the reference, uses as I tiple l iear huid Ity pote1ntiatl for CO1 1mpurI rig t he dry ig flux.

The tin ini1dity potetial coefficient, 0, as given in Fq. 2-5, describes the dci lation4)

hle a ppf-)r1Inate 1I near ixrtcn tial froim the more ac u raite h gari thin ic potecinal, Wiih i

is used in the niodel. For this case, 0 inc reases through the dryer, account inrg for

miost (if the observed dif'fererite in drying flux. A minor difference in dr) ]fg flux is

att I u ted to the use of at c'. ,nti miass tratn sfer c (OUkcut in the reference, while

the coefficient used in the model varies with changes in tie air propertres. T he ratio

of convective heat to mnass transfer coefficients, ais given in Eq. 3-21, is

proportional to the 2/3 power of the Lewis number. For die adiabatic

countercurrent case, the Lewis number decreases through the dryer as air properties

change due to the increasing temperature and decreasing humidity. This gives a

greater drying rate than obtained by assuming constant mass transfer coefficient.

Predicted surface temperatures are given as a function of moisture

corntent are also available in Reference 20. The surface temperature was evaluated

from the equation

f - Tw-Tra (4-16)

which may be derived from considering it surface energy balance, assuming

negligible sensible heating of the niatei~al. Thle surface energy balance yields

Nvdf iaT)(-7
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and upon replacing the drying rate flux, N,, with the definition of the iclatlive

drying rate, f, Eq. 4-17 becomes

f Nvo hfg L- h(Ta-Ts) (4- 18)

The surface energy balance for a fully wetted suiface at the wet bulb temperature,

as developed in Chapter 2 yields,

Nvo hfg = h(Ta-Tw) (4-19)

Conbining Eqs. 4-18 and 4-19 yields the relationship between relative drying rate

and the surface temperature as given in Eq. 4-16.

The surface humidity, Ys, may be approximated through similar

derivation as

f = Yw-Ya (4-20)

The surface temperature values tabulated in tie paper are shown with

the surface temperature from the model in Figure 4-4, indicating good agreement.

4.2.4 Prediction of experimental drying runs

A major objective of this work includes the coupling of the dryer mkcl

with experimentally derived product models. The following case study use's tlhe

computational model with a product model for polyurethane foam dcri \ cd t I,

experimental data. Obviously, the drying time computed by the mklcl t,,

with the experimentally measured drying time for thc case uscd ,i, !'

%a ,i ° .% . " ," " . " ,," . " o * . . " . " 4 . .
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Figure 4-4. Surface temperature profiles, adiabatic countercurrent case
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characteristic drying curve. Additionally, using the experimentally derived product

model, predictions for the drying time of the same material dried under different air

conditions are made and compared with experimental results. This comparison

tests the usefulness of the model as a predictive tool.

The experimental data were taken from drying a polyurethane foam

sample, which is considered to be nonhygroscopic. The test data included

measurements of sample mass and temperature taken at regular time intervals. The

drying rate curve and subsequent characteristic drying curve were developed from

drying data taken under a constant air temperature of 72' C. A limited drying rate

curve between given moisture contents was developed by first plotting the sample

mass measurements versus time and making an exponential least squares fit. An

expression for the drying rate flux was developed by taking the derivative of the

exponential equation, changing its sign, and dividing by the exposed surface area

of the sample. The drying rate was evaluated at each time increment and plotted

against the corresponding moisture content of the sample. Figure 4-5a shows the

sample mass versus time curve and Figure 4-5b shows the resulting drying rate

curve of drying rate flux versus moisture content. It is noted here that this analysis

was made using a single curve fit over a limited range of moisture content and is

intended for illustrative purposes only. More appropriate analytic methods of

arriving at drying rate curves from experimental data may be found in the literature

and are the topic of a concurrent investigation.

To develop the characteristic drying curve, the normalization

parameters No (the drying rate from a fully wetted surface) and Xcr (the critical
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moisture content) must be known. However, the drying rate data from which the

drying rate curve used here did not encompass a constant rate period of drying from

a fully wetted surface. Therefore, in lieu of an actual data measurement, Nvo was

evaluated from Eq. 2-20b

Nvo = Ko D In D+ Yw (4-21)

Included in the experimental data are measurements of air temperature

and relative humidity from which both Ya and Yw are calculated. An approximation

to the mass transfer coefficient, Ko, was made using Eq. 4-21 and data from a

limited duration drying test which used a saturated foam sample (surface fully

wetted). Also, a corresponding value for the convective heat transfer coefficient, h,

was calculated using the heat and mass transfer analogy given in Chapter 2 as

- Le2 3  (4-22)

The correlation coefficients used in the model for finding the convective heat

transfer coefficient were estimated from the approximated value of h.

In the absence of complete experimental data, the critical moisture

content for the foam may be estimated through analysis; an ad-hoc method was

used to determine a value for critical moisture content from limited experimental

data. Consider the following definition of the characteristic drying curve,

f = (Dn (4-23)
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Expressed in terms of the variables X and Nv,
Nv

-0- = (3 --) (4-24)

Considering the constructed drying rate curve of Nv versus X, an

exponential curve fit was made to approximate the exponent, n, in Eq. 4-23. As

shown in Figure 4-5b, the drying rate curve is almost linear, with n=.99 according

to the fit. With values for Nvo and n, Eq. 4-24 may now be solved for Xcr, where

Nv/X is the slope of a linear approximation. For this data, Xcr was calculated to be

10 kg/kg.

Using this procedure, a characteristic drying curve for the foam

between two given moisture contents was developed. Also, parameters for the

calculation of the rate coefficients were approximated. The computational model

was then run with the derived product model between specified moisture contents

and the drying time compared with that measured in the experiment.

For this case, drying of the foam from a moisture content of 2.5 kg/kg

to 1.0 kg/kg is considered. Again the air mass flow rate to dry product mass flow

rate ratio is taken to be very large, such that isothermal and isohumid air conditions

prevail. Arbitrarily assigning the product dry mass flow rate, L, to be 0.1 kg/s,

and the air mass flow rate, G, to be 5 x 106 kg/s, the humidity change is a

negligible 3.0 x 10-8 kg/kg.

The air conditions for the test data were a temperature of 720 C, and

humidity of 0.01017 kg/kg. These values were input as the entering air conditions

0 1,1 I1116 J
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for the model simulation. The entering product temperature was taken as 30' C, the

mean foam temperature according to test data taken at the entering moisture content.

To complete the input specifications for the model, the following

thermophysical and geometrical values were specified:

POLYURETHANE FOAM PROPERTIES

specific heat Cps = 1.596 kJ/kg 'C

thermal conductivity icd = .021 x 10-3 kW/m°C

material thickness b = 0.0508 m

density Ps = 38.4 kg/m 3

FLOW CONDITIONS

velocity V = 5.41 m/s

correlation coefficient C2 = 0.0199

Reynolds number exponent m = 0.8

length of sample Length = 0.375 m

The experimental drying time between the given moisture contents was

16.11 hours. Selecting 150 as the number of steps, the model simulation yielded a

drying time of 15.86 hours, within two percent of the experimental value. In

Figure 4-5b, the predicted and experimental drying rate curves are compared.

The concept of the characteristic drying curve implies the validity of the

product model under varying air conditions. Although the experimental data used

were taken under one constant set of air conditions, the product model derived

4.
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should be extendable to prediction of drying times for experimental runs at other

constant conditions. The characteristic drying curve derived from the data taken at

720 C was used to predict the drying time of the foam with 90" C air; the predicted

results using the characteristic drying curve concept were subsequently compared

with measured drying time for 90' C air.

The model simulation was run with the same inputs as given above,

except that the entering air conditions were taken as 90' C , 0.0 1029 kg/kg

humidity, and 6.20 m/s velocity. The simulation resulted in a computed drying

time of 11.08 hours, compared to the experimental time of 10.76 hours, a three

percent difference. The drying rate from the simulation is compared with that

derived from the experimental data in Figure 4-6.

An additional experiment utilizing 120.50 C air was simulated. For this

case, the air humidity was .01069 kg/kg, and velocity 6.20 m/s. The model

predicted a drying time of 8.05 hours, within two percent of the experimental time,

8.14 hours.

This final case study demonstrates the usefulness of the characteristic

drying curve as a basis for comparative performance estimation. As demonstrated,

the dryer model, along with a characteristic drying curve, can be used to predict the

dryer length and drying time, among other parameters, in cases of various drying

process conditions. It should be noted, however, that the range of conditions

which may be simulated with the model concept may be limited and the range may

vary for different materials.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The work presented here is part of an ongoing investigation of

dielectrically assisted drying processes. This section includes conclusions and

recommendations for development of the dryer design model, and suggestions on

formulation of characteristic drying curves for dielectrically enhanced drying.

Some of these recommendations are being incorporated into current investigations

directed at providing a well founded and tested model for evaluating performance of

dryers with dielectric heating.

5.1 CONCLUSIONS

This section will discuss the current model's performance with respect

to the case studies, and the use of the adiabatic saturation temperature in lieu of the

wet bulb temperature in drying rate calculations.

5.1.1 Prediction of Wet Bulb Temperature

The characteristic drying curve concept normalizes the drying rate on

that for a fully wetted surface at wet bulb conditions, and accuracy in determining

the wet bulb temperature directly affects the accuracy of the calculated drying rate.

93
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For the air/water system, the wet bulb temperature is essentially equivalent to the

adiabatic saturation temperature throughout most of the air conditions encountered

in drying. The largest difference between the two temperatures occurs for hot, dry

air conditions. At these conditions, a large potential between the saturated wet bulb

and air humidities exists, and a small error in wet bulb temperature results in

relatively small error in the calculated drying rate. As humidity increases, the two

temperatures approach each other, until at saturation they are equivalent. Error in

wet bulb temperature when the humidity potential is small may result in relatively

large differences in calculated drying rate, but small potentials between the air and

saturated wet bulb humidities occur when air approaches saturation, i.e., when the

adiabatic and wet bulb temperatures converge.

Currently the model predicts both adiabatic saturation and wet bulb

temperatures. Using the properties of dry air for the heat and mass transfer

analogy, the wet bulb temperature predictions are within 0.2* C near saturated

conditions, and within 1.30 C for high temperature, low humidity conditions when

compared to a psychrometric chart for the air/water system in Reference 3. In

comparison, the model predictions for adiabatic saturation temperature are within

0.10 C near saturation and are within 0.7' C at high temperature, low humidity

conditions. Since the greatest accuracy in calculating drying rate is required for

very humid air conditions, it is recommended that the adiabatic saturation

temperature, as calculated in the model, be used for all drying rate calculations.

19tI
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5.1.3 Case Study Observations

The case studies performed in Section 4 served to verify several aspects

of the model. The predictions of psychrometric values were in good agreement

with published psychrometric charts. Accuracy of air/water thermodynamic

properties is important since the drying rate is directly proportional to the humidity

potential between product surface and air stream. The asymptotic approach of

temperature shown in the adiabatic saturation and isothermal simulations confirms

proper energy balance between the air stream and product. The second study,

which effectively numerically integrated a given drying rate curve, established the

soundness of the discretization method. Again, this is an important check, since

the computed dryer length is the result of the integration.

The model predictions are in good agreement with design problems

given in the literature for convective dryers in various configurations. The model

developed in this work should be expected, as a minimum, to reproduce results

achieved by simple analytical methods. A more important test of the model's value

was made in the comparisons with experimental drying rate data.

The p,'ediction of experimental drying time using a product model

developed from the same experimental data was a simple check of the model's

internal consistency; good results were achieved as expected. The final study

displayed the ability of the dryer model, with a product model derived from

experimental data, to predict drying times under different conditions. This is an

important step toward the development of a capable dryer design tool.
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5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

These recommendations are intended to aid in the further development

of dielectrically-enhanced dryer design models. Of significant importance is the

development of characteristic drying curves for materials dried with dielectric

heating. Also recommended is the extension of the single zone tunnel dryer model

to a multizoned dryer model. Future work sh. ,ld include the modeling of different

types of industrial dryers, as well as verification of these models and cost

estimation of conventional and dielectric drying equipment.

5.2.1 Product Model for Dielectric Drying

The process model developed here incorporates a product model of

conventioal convective drying in the form of a characteristic drying curve, used to

predict drying rate under varying external air conditions. A drying rate curve for a

material dried with combined dielectric and convective heating will differ from that

for material dried with convection alone. For the conventional characteristic drying

curve, the drying rate is normalized on the drying rate from a fully wetted surface at

the wet bulb temperature. If the same normalization parameter were used for

different dielectric heating intensities, different characteristic curves will be

obtained, limiting predictive capability under varying electric fields. To use the

characteristic drying curve in a dielectrically-enhanced drying process, a

normalization parameter that accounts for the quantity of dielectric heating is

needed.
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Although no literature exists that specifically addresses this problem,

some direction can be found from the development of the conventional

characteristic drying curve, where the normalization factor for drying rate is that

from a fully wetted surface. The drying rate from a fully wetted surface, in

conventional drying, is simply a function of the air conditions. The air temperature

and humidity determine a specific wet bulb temperature while the air velocity

relative to the material surface determines the mass transfer coefficient. For

dielectric drying, consider a case in which the predominant mode of material

heating is dielectric heating. After an initial warm-up to the saturation temperature,

there may be a constant rate period where the drying flux is approximately

proportional to the rate of dielectric heating

Nvo hfg = Po b (5-1)

where Nvo is the evaporative mass flux, hfg is the latent heat of vaporization for

water, Po is the dielectric power per unit volume dissipated in the material volume,

and b is the material thickness. The dissipated power is a function of the electric

field intensity and the material's dielectric properties. For a constant incident

electric field, the dielectric power deposition will be constant if the material

dielectric properties do not change. Although the effective dielectric loss factor is a

function of moisture content, at high moisture contents the loss factor of the wet

material may approach that of water. Just as the conventional drying rate from a

fully wetted surface is a function of the air conditions and water hygrothermal

properties, it is suggested that the corresponding drying rate in the dielectric case is

a function of the electric field and water dielectric properties. As shown in Eq. 5-1,
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the drying rate in the dielectric case shows a dependence on the material thickness,

b. This may constrain a characteristic curve to a given material thickness.

However, in Chapter 2, a derivation of the conventional characteristic curve shows

it to be dependent on the drying intensity, which is also proportional to material

thickness. Continuing the comparison, for conventional drying, as the moisture

content falls so does the drying rate due to increased resistance to diffusion in the

material. In the dielectric case, as the moisture content falls, the power deposition,

and therefore the drying rate should also fall due to the decreasing effective

dielectric loss factor as it approaches that of the dry material.

The critical moisture content in the dielectric heating case could be

determined in the same manner as conventional drying. That is, the critical

moisture content will be the moisture content at which the drying rate ends the

constant rate period and enters a falling rate period. The dependence, if any, of the

critical moisture content on the magnitude of dielectric heating may be studied

coincident with the search for an appropriate drying rate normalization parameter.

Although the suggestions given here are based on a number of

simplifying assumptions, they are worthy of investigation. Certainly, if viable

normalization parameters which produce a characteristic "dielectric" drying curve

can be found through exhaustive analysis of experimental data, they will drastically

reduce the amount of experimental data needed to form a basis for design.

Since dielectrically augmented drying is commonly performed with

significant convective heating or cooling of the material, a normalization parameter
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for the drying rate in the combined case is needed. The "unhindered" drying rate in

this case is a function of the net amount of heating from both sources. The

convective heating rate is proportional to the difference between the air and surface

temperatures. The equilibrium temperature at a fully wetted surface will be

somewhere between the wet bulb temperature and the saturation temperature of

water. Also, the effective dielectric loss factor, and therefore the electric power

deposition, is a function of the material temperature. If a characteristic drying curve

for dielectric heating can be found, then perhaps superposing this curve with the

conventional characteristic curve will provide a predictive model for the combined

case. A means of combining separately produced dielectric and conventional

characteristic drying curves for dielectric and convective heating conditions would

provide the optimum product model for use in the system model developed in this

work.

The development of appropriate normalization parameters for dielectric

and combined heating is the subject of current investigations. At the time of this

writing, experimental studies are being carried out to provide data necessary for

comparing the validity of proposed normalization parameters.

5,2.2 Multizoning

Industrial drying processes are not usually completed in a single-zone

tunnel dryer. A product may pass through combinations of isothermal or adiabatic

zones of convective heating, and zones of dielectric heating. As the product leaves

one zone and moves into another, the air velocity, direction, mass flow rate,
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temperature, and humidity may change. As the air becomes saturated in one zone,

it may be partially or fully exhausted and drier air entrained before entering the next

zone. An obvious extension of this work is to model a multizoned dryer.

Simulation of a specific multizoned dryer could be performed using the model

developed in this work, run sequentially for each zone of the dryer. An overall

model could be constructed where the inlet conditions for each zone are computed

and the single zone model called as a subroutine. It is not evident that the single

characteristic drying curve used here would be valid for a material subjected to a

sudden change in external conditions. The ability to "superpose" drying curves

measured under radically different conditions, and the length of the transition zone

between curves, will need to be investigated. Certainly, a model which allowed the

user to specify the number, type, and configuration of multiple zones would be a

valuable tool to the dryer designer.

5.2.3 Other Equipment Models

Although the continuous convective tunnel dryer is a common type,

there are many other dryer types used widely in industry that could be augmented

with dielectric heating. It is recommended that this work be broadened to develop

other equipment models. An equipment model for the through circulation

continuous dryer could be readily developed as a minimal extension of the present

work. Material dried in a through circulation dryer is conveyed on a perforated belt

through which air is blown. Another candidate is a continuous dryer with

impingement air flow where air is blown normal to the material surface. The

principal difference between these dryers and the one modeled in this work is the
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air flow geometry. With suitable correlations for computing heat and mass transfer

coefficients, and appropriate control volumes for writing heat and mass balances,

equipment models for these dryers can be developed, as was done for the

continuous convective tunnel dryer.

Dispersed-type dryers, such as spray or rotary-drum types, present a

more formidable modeling problem. Particle transport in the rotary dryer is a

function of drum diameter, length, slope, rotational speed, loading, air velocity,

flight arrangement and particle characteristics (2). Complex air flow patterns in

spray dryers require correspondingly complex particle transport models. Although

a more difficult task, equipment models for spray and rotary dryers coupled with

product models for dielectrically-heated materials would greatly facilitate

investigations of dielectrically-enhanced drying of dispersed materials.

5.2.4 Verification of Dryer Models

Verification of drying equipment models, and models of multizoned

dryers must be performed with operational data from full-scale industrial dryers. In

addition to comparing predictions of drying rates or drying times, comparisons of

parameters calculated through the equipment model such as air temperatures,

humidities, velocities, mass flow rates, as well as flow geometries should be made.

Cooperation with dryer manufacturers to provide operational data would greatly

facilitate verification studies.
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5.2.5 Drying Cost Estimation

In most cases, when considering the use of dielectric heating for

drying, the bottom line is economic feasibility. Economic decisions based on

predictive model studies require knowledge of costs for the amount and type of

dielectric heating, as well as costs associated with conventional drying equipment.

Careful investigation of the costs of dielectric drying equipment must be made.

Overestimation or underestimation of the costs could seriously impede the

acceptance of dielectrically-assisted drying.

The recommendations given here are directed toward an end product

design tool for dryer design. Such a packaged product would allow the designer to

model multiple zones and various configurations and amounts of dielectric and

conventional heating, as well as produce figures for economic assessment. The

development of such tools is a long-range goal which will require extensive

investigation of the modeling of both equipment and dielectrically dried products.

tlA
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Energy and Mass Balance Derivations

One Dimensional Continuous Convective Tunnel Dryer

ME NEMEE

dry air mass flow
ratec- G

IEv,1

dr prdctms
flo rae

-- - - - - - -

dr reio
CV I

CaPTtV incfc
- -

... .. ..

.. .. . ... .

dry regionCVI

Th i, r n wetout region s orsodt V1 V1,adC I

respectively

lrx Ir Ir )If '*" V ,CW
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Assumptions used for this analysis:

* the top and bottom dryer boundaries are insulated and impermeable

• the process is steady-state with respect to time, a( )/It = O,and the
following conservation laws apply where M and E represent mass and
energy respectively

Min + Msource Mo ut

Ein + Esource = Eout

however, no mass sources are given in this analysis

* a lumped parameter analysis may be used to represent thermal and mass
transport in the y-direction

* thermal and mass diffusion in the z-direction may be neglected

'

5o

. .~ - *' - ' *•ma*~ * ¥ -*~- - -d d . . . _ - : • I,
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Mass Balances

CV I - air region

aIG
(dry air) G - G+-GAz

Dz

(moisture) GY --- GY+ aG Aza a az

- Az

N Az1

neglecting air entering the product

DG A
G = G + "T" A-l

G= +-z (A-1)

and therefore G is constant throughout the length of the dryer.

moisture in air

• with G taken as constant, and neglecting any condensation of moisture

GYa + Nv Azol = GYa + G'az Az (A-2)

N = G jAz (A-3)

, *. 4 U ,-. * ..-. . . . . . .._,_.. % ,. US .-. ,4 ,., -,¢.. .. .I .. ,. ', . ;'' ; ' ' ,:' :,.No.. .?;):- :; '
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Combined Product Region, CV 11 and CV III

N Az- I
V

(product) L L+-5AL-z
composite

control volume

(moisture)C LXC II, CV III (X
L(X

(moiture LX X+ A

*assuming no product is entrained in the air stream

LL j-z (A-4)

thus, L is considered constant throughout the dryer

productmostulre

considering L constant

LX LX +L.j-Az + NAz- I (A-5)

Lzr*~=N (A-6)
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Energy Balances

CV I - air region

considering humid air enthalpy, ha, to be the total dry air plus vapor
enthalpy on a per unit dry air mass basis

(A-7)

3.hh

a ]Gha 10 G h,+--z

4- Az

h(Ta-Ts)Az-I NvhvAzl

Gha + Nvhv Az°I + Qas = Gha + G j-Az + h(Ta-Ts) Az*1

Letting Qas - and simplifying

Nvhv + a= G3 h(TaTs)
as z(A-8)

The humid air enthalpy is given by Eq. (3-9)

ha - CpaTi + YI(CpfTdp + hfg + Cpv(TI-Tdp)) (A-9)
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CV 11 - dry product region

* neglecting the enthalpy of wetting

* neglecting vapor enthalpy change due to net convective transport
through the dry region

* assuming a linear temperature profile between the surface temperature,
Ts, and the evaporative plane temperature, Te.

h(Ta-T)Azol NVhVAz.l4,t

ILh--- PdL h + DL hs Az

4 Az

IC T-T N h AzolV ,, gd s -Az*1 v

+L- Az + idT s-Te Az" I + Nvhv Az* I

~~a TI T,-T e(AI)
h(Ta-Ts) + Pd h +=e (A- 1)Pd=Li ~
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For a linear temperature profile, the mean temperature in the region is:

=TsT (A-12)

and for a constant dry product specific heat over the region,

[T s+Te] (A- 13)
ahs C" PS ps z

which combined with Eq. A-IO yields

h(Ta-Ts) + P LCps 2 
(A-14)

b P :)TzV

V
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CV III - wet product region

assuming a uniform temperature profile in the region at the evaporative
plane temperature, Te

T-T
Kd s eAzol N h Az*l

-- Lb s--- - ---- L h- -zAzi

b b [ S J

LXhf--.................. .L Xhf a----- Az

* :-2.vi-.i.-:.*.*:.-

(A-14)b-h Ts+ -TAz l + Pw(b- ) Azl. = Nvh. Az.l
TLs Xh f h + Az

+ + d-z + ,+hf+

Simplifying, applying the chain rule to the last term, and representing the solid and

liquid water enthalpy expressions with the product of temperature and specific heat

yields

[x(+ hr"] A-15)

recognizing L-zX is equivalent to -Nv (Eq. A-6), and hv~hf hfg

kdb b Ts- ++ P .(b-T) = NvhIg +L [wCps + XCpfhAI
+ 'L'a +~U F- Lt ' Az* +* Lh +, U - A z
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Air and Water Thermodynamic and Transport Properties

Air Properties

Dry air specific heat

Assuming the following approximate percentage composition of dry air by

volume:

78.09 Nitrogen, N2
20.95 Oxygen, 02

0.93 Argon, Ar
0.03 Carbon Dioxide, CO2

and other trace elements

and an ideal solution of gases, neglecting the enthalpy of mixing, the mixture

specific heat may be given as

1P i yi p (13-1)
Cpmix-=nmix iyi;(-

where the overbar designates specific heat on a molar basis, and yj is mole fraction

which is equivalent to the volume fraction for ideal gases.

The molecular weight of the air mixture, nmi, is 28.9645 kg/kmole and

the temperature dependent specific heats (molar basis) of the air constituents are(4)

N2  CP = 39.060 - 512.790- 1.5 + 1072.702 - 820.400-3

02 CP = 37.432 + 0.02010201.5- 178.5701 .5 + 236.880-2

CO2 C-p = -3.7357 + 30.52900.5 - 4.10340 + 0.02419802

where 0 -T() The specific heat of the air fraction consisting of CO2 and other100*

constituents is evaluated with the equation given for CO2. Lacking an equation for

the specific heat of argon, it is assumed constant at 0.5203 kJ/kg K.

7.
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Dry air viscosity and thermal conductivity

The following formulas for viscosity and thermal conductivity of air

were taken from Reference 32:

AT3/2
x 10 T+B (B-2)

A = 145.8
B = 10.4

Ka - jc' (B-3)a b x 10"c/T (B3
1+ TT

a = 0.6325 x 10-5

b = 245.4
c= 12

where T is temperature (K), . is viscosity, (poise),and Ica is thermal conductivity,

(cat

Air density

Assuming air as an ideal gas, the density (kg/m 3) is given by

P = RaT (B-4)

where p is pressure (kPa), T is temperature (K), and Ra is the specific gas constant

for air (0.28700 kJ/kg°K).

~ *** * **
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Water Properties

Water vapor specific heat

The following expression of molal specific heat for water vapor is

found in Reference 4. See previous discussion on air specific heat.

17120 CP = 143.05 - 183.5400.25 + 82.75100.5- 3.69890 (B-5)

The molecular weight of water is 18.0153 kg/kmole.

Specific heat of liquid water

The equation given for water specific heat, Cpf (kJ/kg0 C), is derived

from a curve fit of saturated-liquid water enthalpy data.

Cpf - 4.1869 (C20 + C21 T + C22 T 2 + C23 T3 + C24 T4 + C2 5 T 5 +C26 (B-6)

"16)

C20 := 1.02493

C2 1 = -8.298 x 10-4

C22 = 9.23304 x 10-6
C23 = -5.0424 x 10-8

C24 = 1.532905 x 10-9

C25 = -2.3058 x 10- 13

C26 = 1.3934 x 10- 16

~ ~ -% %
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1 leat of va~rization

Tlhe equation for heat of vaporization of water, hfg (kJ/kg), represents a

curve fit to tabular enthalpy data where the units of temperature, T, are 0C

hfg =2545.5864 exp(-5.3882271 1 x 104 ( 2T + 32))(7

Water vapor saturation pressure

The following equation gives the saturation pressure, Pws (Pa), over

liquid water as a function of temperature, T (K), for the temperature range of 0 to

2000 C (a).

pws exp (L8-+C9 +CIOT +CI IT 2 +C 12T 3 + C 3 ln(T))(B8

C8 = -5800.2206
* C9 = 1.3914993

CIO = -0.04860239
CI I = 0.41764768 x 10-4

C 12 = -0. 14452093 x 10-7
C13 = 6.5459673

Air/Water System Properties

Relative humiity
4.#

The following equation is given for the relative humidity (a)

rh =(B-9)

1- (1- co) (Pws/P)

where (t) -Ya/Ysit, and through Eq. 3-14, pws/P- Y~at/(D Y,~at).
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Adiabatic saturation temperature

The expression for the adiabatic saturation temperature is developed

from an energy balance about the control volume shown in Figure 2-3. If the

entering air conditions of temperature and humidity are TI and Y1, and the adiabatic

saturation temperature and saturated humidity are Tas and Yas the energy balance

results in

hda l + Ylhv-I + (Yas-Yl)hf-as = hda-as + Yashv-as (B-T0)

where hda, hv, and hf are the dry air, vapor, and liquid water enthalpies

respectively.

Diffusivity of water vapor in air

A relation for diffusivity of water vapor in air, Dab, is given as (31):

FT 1.7510_.,b = 2,o [TO- 1 ' 3-11~ab (B-Il)

m 2

where D, is the value at T = To ( = 273.15 K), 12 = 2.20 x i0 -5 -
S
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An alternate formula developed from a combination of kinetic theory

and the principle of corresponding-states (21):

PDab i a Tb

(PCAPCB)I
3 (TATB)

5 12 MA + MBJ

(B- 12)

where, for 1120 with a nonpolar gas, a = 3.640 x 10-4 , and b = 2.334. For the air

water system, the following parameters are used where the subscript, A, designates

water and B, air.

critical pressure PIA = 218.01atm

PcB = 37.10 atm

critical temperature TCA = 647.3 K
TCB = 132.48 K

molecular weight MA = 18.01534 kg/kmole
M3 = 28.9645 kg/kmole

The diffusivity, Qab (cm 2/s), is found through Eq. B-12 given a temperature, T

(K), and pressure, p (atm).

%. %. %.
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Qvefficient B

The coefficient 03 used in the heat and mass transfer analogy, Eq 2-14,

is found from the following relationship ()

A, In ( Ms/M

(Mw-Mg)D [D+Ys]
D+Ys In YD--Yg]

(B- 13)

where M, and Mg are the molecular weights of water and air (gas) respectively

(kg/mole), Ys and Yg are the surface humidity and air humidity, D is the molecular

weight ratio of water to air, and M denotes mean molar mass. Mean molar mass is

defined in terms of mole fractions y which may be determined from the humidity Y

accordingly:

Ys
Ys = D+Y (B- 14)

yg = D+Y9 (B- 15)

The mean molar mass is defined as

Ms MwYs + Mg(l - ys) (B-16)

Mg = Mwyg + Mg(l - yg) (B-17)

t~~% *a* %-*

ki 'Z i > 2'
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Ackermann correction

The Ackerrnann correction corrects the convective heat transfer

coefficient, h, for significant mass transfer rates )

h= hL~ 11 (B- 18)

where for the air/water system, E is defined as

E -- NvOCp
h (B- 19)
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CODE LISTING WITH EXAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT

Introduction

The Fortran code presented here predicts the process conditions, such

as air temperature, humidity, drying rate, and moisture content as a function of

position in a continuous convective tunnel dryer. The code is developed from the

analysis given in Chapter 3. This section includes a commented source code with

example input and output files.

The code was developed on the Control Data Corporation Dual Cyber

170/750 System at the University of Texas at Austin Computation Center. The

code is written in Fortran 77 and has been compiled successfully with MNF and

FTN5 compilers on the dual Cybers. The code has also been compiled and run on

an IBM PC/AT with IBM Professional Fortran Compiler with a few minor

changes. For compilation with the Professional Fortran compiler on the PC/AT,

the variables should be declared double precision and commands which open and

close the input and output files must be included in the code.
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Creating an Input File

The input parameters used in the code, which include product and dryer

specifications, is read from a specified input file. The parameters are read from the

input file in the following order:

ISO, XMCL, XMCR, N, IPRINT, TAL, YAL, TPL, G, L
XCR, EXPON, EQUILF, QAS, PWET, PDRY
CPS, KD, RHODS, B, PA
VEL, NUC2, NUEXP1, LENGTH, DELT

4, To illustrate the identification of these parameters for a given case,

consider the adiabatic concurrent drying run given in subsection 4.3.2. In an

adiabatic or nonisothermal configuration, the flag ISO is set to 2. For this case, the

product is to be dried from a initial moisture content of 1.5 kg/kg to a final moisture

content of 0.15 kg/kg. Therefore, the product inlet moisture content, XMCL, is

1.5 kg/kg and the exit moisture content, XMCR is 0.15 kg/kg. The characters L

and R in these two variable represent left and right ends of the dryer. The product

inlet is considered to be at the left end of the dryer, and calculations made in the

code start at this end. When in concurrent configuration (a positive value of G) the

product and air inlet are at the same end while in countercurrent configuration (a

negative value of G) the air exit is at the product inlet.

The number of steps to be made between the inlet and exit moisture

contents is set by the variable N. For this case the change in moisture content

through the dryer is 1.35 kg/kg and setting N at 135 will yield the step size (A X) to

be an even .01 kg/kg. The increment at which output variables are to be written to

file is given by the variable IPRINT. After each IPRINT number of steps, the

4,

.,

-€ ,b , a' C:.. .:. :.."._, . . . ., , .. t;. . . . a:.:.:.. ... '-a'. -5 ' ,''-£,'' '&i¢ &q-,-
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output variables are written. For this case setting IPRINT equal to 5 results in the

output variables being written at the first step plus 27 evenly spaced moisture

contents.

The air temperature and humidity at the left end of the dryer are entered

as TAL and YAL respectively. For the concurrent configuration, these values are

the air inlet conditions given as 800 C and 0.0648 kg/kg. The product temperature
,

at the inlet, TPL, is taken at the entering air wet bulb temperature 48.6' C.

The qualitative results of the worked example presented in subsection

4.2.3 are dependent on the ratio of air to product flow rates, G/L, given as 135.

For the calculations made in the code, specific values of the flow rates are required.

Considering an arbitrary product flow rate, L, of .08 kg/s, the input value for air

flow rate, G, is 10.8 kg/s. Note that in the concurrent case the sign of G is

positive.

The critical moisture content for the product, XCR is given as 1.2

kg/kg. The function describing the characteristic drying curve is f = (Vn, where, for

this case, n = 3/4. The product is hygroscopic where the equilibrium moisture

content is determined from X* = 0.16 rh, where rh is the relative humidity. The

input parameter EQUILF, equilibrium moisture content factor, is therefore set to

0.16.

This example is of an adiabatic configured dryer with no dielectric

heating. The air heat source, QAS, and power deposition densities in the wet and

dry product, PWET and PDRY are therefore entered with values of 0.

,.-
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For the material properties, the dry material specific heat, CPS, is

entered as 1.256 kJ/kg° C, and the thermal conductivity, KD, as .160 x 10-3

kW/m°C. The dry material density, RHODS, is given as 640.0 kg/m 3. The

material thickness, B, is taken as .010 m.

Also for this case the drying is considered to be carried out under

atmospheric pressure and PA is entered as 1 ATM.

For the purpose of obtaining convective transport coefficients the air

velocity with respect to the product is required. The air velocity, VEL, is input as

7.0 m/s. The correlation coefficients NUC2 and NUEXPI are given as 0.055 and

0.8 respectively. The input parameters NUC2 and NUEXPI correspond to C2 and

m used in Eq. 3-19. The characteristic length of the product, LENGTH, is taken to

be 4.0 m.

I.n

The final input parameter, DELT, is used to estimate partial derivatives

of equations solved by the subroutine NLSYST. This parameter is described in

further detail in Chapter 3. To date, a value of DELT between .005 and .010 has

yielded the smallest number of iterations for convergence for most simulations.

For this case, DELT is input as .010.

The input file corresponding to the above given values is:

2 1.50 0.15 135 5 80.0 0648 47.8 22.5 0.1667
1.20 0.75 0.16 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.256 0.00016 640.0 0.01 1.00
7.00 0.055 0.8 4.0 0.01

II
II

ii

J~ d~p~--- ~ -

IA - t % %
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Description of Output

With the given input file, the code is executed and an output file is

created. The output file lists such parameters as moisture content, drying rate, air

temperature, air humidity, and dryer position. Output files listing different

parameters or multiple output files may be created by editing the source code.

The output file for this case is:

POSITION X T-AIR Y-AIR -IWNB YS\YW T-SURF T-EVAP REL RATE DRYING FLUX
M KG/KG C KG/KG C KG/KG C C KG/S/MA2

.89 1.500 79.98 .06480 48.56 .078365 48.05 48.05 1.0000 .4499E-03
9.91 1.450 79.18 .06517 48.55 .078396 48.05 48.05 1.0000 .4389E-03

19.17 1.400 78.38 .06554 48.55 .078428 48.06 48.06 1.0000 .4279E-03
28.66 1.350 77.58 .06591 48.54 .078460 48.07 48.07 1.0000 .4169E-03
38.41 1.300 76.78 .06628 48.54 .078492 48.07 48.07 1.0000 .4059E-03
48.43 1.250 75.98 .06665 48.54 .078524 48.08 48.08 1.0000 .3949E-03
58.74 1.200 75.19 .06702 48.53 .078561 48.09 48.09 1.0000 .3840E-03
69.55 1.150 74.38 .06739 48.52 .078591 48.58 48.28 .9675 .3607E-03
81.08 1.100 73.57 .06776 48.52 .078617 49.25 48.68 .9344 .3378E-03
93.42 1.050 72.76 .06813 48.51 .078643 50.01 49.18 .9009 .3155E-03

106.65 1.000 71.95 .06850 48.51 .078669 50.79 49.74 .8669 .2937E-03
120.90 .950 71.14 .06887 48.50 .078695 51.55 50.30 .8323 .2725E-03
136.29 .900 70.34 .06924 48.49 .078723 52.27 50.85 .7970 .2519E-03
152.97 .850 69.53 .06961 48.49 .078751 52.95 51.38 .7611 .2319E-03
171.14 .800 68.73 .06999 48.48 .078780 53.58 51.89 .7245 .2126E-03
191.02 .750 67.94 .07036 48.47 .078811 54.16 52.38 .6871 .1939E-03
212.90 .700 67.14 .07073 48.47 .078842 54.68 52.84 .6488 .1758E-03
237.12 .650 66.35 .07110 48.46 .078874 55.16 53.27 .6095 .1583E-03
264.14 .600 65.56 .07147 48.46 .078907 55.59 53.68 .5692 .1415E-03
294.54 .550 64.78 .07184 48.45 .078941 55.97 54.07 .5277 .1253E-03
329.10 .500 64.00 .07221 48.45 .078975 56.30 54.43 .4847 .1097E-03
368.90 .450 63.21 .07258 48.44 .079010 56.59 54.77 .4402 .9474E-04
415.47 .400 62.44 .07295 48.44 .079046 56.82 55.10 .3938 .8039E-04
471.12 .350 61.66 .07332 48.43 .079082 57.02 55.40 .3452 .6664E-04
539.56 .300 60.89 .07369 48.43 .079119 57.17 55.70 2937 .5345E-04
627.41 .250 60.11 .07406 48.43 .079157 57.28 55.99 .2386 .4078E-04
748.52 .200 59.34 .07443 48.42 .079195 57.37 56.31 .1783 .2850E-04
916.34 .155 58.65 .07476 48.42 .079229 57.43 56.65 .1168 .1750E-04

DRYER LENGTH = 916.34 METERS DRYING TIME - 1221.79 MINUTES
NUMBER OF TRANSFER UNITS, NTU -. 3.27

"I
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The first column of the output file indicates dryer position in meters.

As the drying rate decreases, the incremental lengths increase such that the change

in product moisture content per step is constant. The next column lists the moisture

content of the product at each step in kg/kg. For this case, output values are printed

at moisture content decrements of .05 kg/kg.

The next three columns indicate the air properties of temperature,

humidity and wet bulb temperature respectively. In this example, the dryer is in an

adiabatic configuration where the air temperature falls as the air is humidified, and

the wet bulb temperature is near constant, changing 0.140 C through the length of

the dryer. Just as the moisture content decrement is constant for each step, so is

increment in air humidity.

The column labeled YS\YW indicates the saturated humidity at the wet

surface temperature for moisture contents greater than critical (f=1) and indicates

saturated humidity at the wet bulb temperature for hindered drying (f<l). The

drying rate at each step is a function of the potential between the humidity values

listed in this column and the air humidity. For f=l, the potential between the

saturated humidity at the surface and the air humidity is used according to Eq. 3-11

in determining the drying rate. For f<l, the drying rate is determined by Eq. 3-12

where the saturated humidity at the wet bulb temperature is used.

The product surface and evaporative plane temperatures are listed in the

next two columns. According to the evaporative plane model used in the analysis,

at moisture contents less than critical the evaporative front recedes below the

% . a. V~'h i
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surface. Examining the output, at moisture contents greater than critical (_l) the

evaporative plane is not receded and the evaporative plane and surface temperatures

are equivalent. As the moisture content falls below critical (f<l) and the depth of

the dry region increases, these temperatures diverge. H-owever, as the product

dries to low moisture contents, the amount of evaporative cooling relative to

sensible heating is diminished. Thus, with the insulated lower boundary, the

temperature gradient in the near dry product approaches zero, and the temperature

level approaches the air temperature.

The relative drying rate, f, found through the characteristic drying

curve, and drying rate flux, Nv (kg/m 2s), are given in the last two columns. As the

product moves through the dryer in this adiabatic concurrent case, the adjacent air

stream is progressively humidified and cooled. The result is a decreasing potential

for heat and mass transfer and a corresponding decreased drying rate. As the

moisture content falls below critical, the drying rate is additionally hindered

according to the characteristic drying curve.

The last line of the output file gives the total dryer length, the time

required for the product to go from dryer inlet to outlet, and the number of mass

transfer units (NTU) for the dryer.

..m
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SOURCE CODE

PROGRAM MAIN (INPUT,OUTPUTI,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE7=OUtPUT,TAPE8,

* TAPE9,TAPEI0)

C
********************************** * *4***** *********** *

C *

C TUNNEL DRYER *
C *
C '[HIS PROGRAM SIMULATES PROCESS CONDITIONS IN A *

C CONTINUOUS CONVECIIVE TUNNEL DRYER UNDER ADIABATIC OR *

C ISOTHERMAL AIR CONDrIONS. *
C *

C AT PRESENT, TIlE CODE SUCCESSFULLY HANDLES PRODI JC- *
C MODELS OF PURELY CONVECI'IVELY DRIED MATERIALS AND IS *

C STRUCI'URED SUCH THAT FUTURE EDITIONS CAN INCORPORAIE *

C DRYING KINETICS MODELS OF DI ELECI1RICAI.LY HEATED *

C MATERIALS.
C *

C THE ACCOMPANYING DESCRIP'IION OF INPUT AND OU~tPUT FILES *

C AND VARIABLE DICHIONARY PROVIDES INFORMATION FOR USE OF *

C THE CODE. *
C

C

C BLOCK A - DIMENSION VARIABLES, DECLARE COMMON VARIABLES *
C READ INPUT PARAMETERS, ETC. *

C
EXTERNAL FCNTFCN
DIMENSION F(16),X(16),XT(2),FF(2)
REAL KD,LLE,LENGTH,NUC2,NUFXPINUtLNTU

C
COMMON ATM,B,B ETA,CPA,CPF,CPFA,CPR AT,CPS,CPV,CPVA,CPY,D,DAB,DELTAX

* ,EQUILF,E,EXPON,FRACT,G,[IC,HFGA,IIFGS,HFGW,ISO,FR EL,KD,LLE,CPAI
* ,LENGTH,NUC2,NUEXPI ,NUL,PA,PHIH,PR,PRR,PSYRAT,PWS,QAS,QVOL
* QCOND,QCONV,QEVAP,QSENSD,QSENSW,REI,R ELIIUM,RIIOA,RI IOMA,RKO.SC,
* TAI,VEL,VISC,XCR,XMC,XNORM,YS,YDA,YDS,ZPOS,TM EANO,TEVAPO,ENTHO,
* YA,RIIODS,FKA,PWEI,PDRY

C
C - WRITE HEADERS FOR OUTPUT FILES ---------...-----
C

WRITE (7,10)
10 FORMAT (IX,'DRYER POS',3X,'X',2X,'AIR TEMP',IX,-AIR itJM',3X,I'WB',

* 4X,'YS\YW ',IX,--SURF',IX,IEVAP',IX,'REL RATE',IX,
'DRYING FLUX)

WRITE (7,20)
20 FORMAT (3X,'METERS',2X,'KG/KG',I X,'DEG C',4X,'KG/KG',3X,'DEG C',3X

* ,'KG/KG',3X,'DEG C',2X,'DEG C',I2X,'KG/S/MA2 ' )

C
C ... ..S E T F L A G S ------

-'..k
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N: Q= 10

IFLAGS = 0

C ------ SE' TOLERAN( 'FPARAMEIIRS SE-NT TlO NL~syST
C

MAXIT =120
D)ELTA = 0.005
XTOL -0.00001

FUIOL =0.0003

K --0
C
C -- READ INPUT PARAMELRS -

C
READ (5,*) ISO,XMCI[,XMC'R,N,IPRINT:FIAL,,YAI ..TPI'.,G,L,
READ (5,*) XC'R,EXP'ON,EQIILF,QAS,PW ETF-,PDRY
READ (5,*) CPS,KD,RliIODS,B,PA
READ (5,*) VE:I,NUC2,NUEXPI ,I1iNG'iI,DF[:LT

C
C.....CALCLATE DEI.TA X AND D:r.IA Y, PRESSURE IN PASCALS -
C

IP ]PRINT
DELTA -DELT
DELTX =(XMCR XMVCI.)/FLATWN)
DFLTY =-(L/G;)*DELT-IX
PA = PA*101325.0

* D = 0.62198
C
C ----------- SET AIR TEMP, HUMIDITY AND MOISTURE ('ONFTENT TO-
C INLET VALUES
C

TAI =TAL

YA YAL
XMC=XMCL

C
C----------- CALCULATE PRODUCr VELOCITY

* C
PVEL = L/(RI IODS* B)

C
C ----------- CALCULAT'E INfIAL GUESS FOR WET BULB]]l MP
C

YWS = YWF(rAL)
PWA = PA*YALI(D+YAL)
TALF . (rAL*9./5.)+32.
TWMIN .TALFT'A.F(-2.241468E 03)+.83 I5167*"rALF 3.855549
iGU 'I'WMIN+(rA[-F *IWMIN)*PWA/PWS
T-GUC =((TIGU-32.)*5./9.)*1.4

C
C-........DEW POINT AND WET BULB TEMPS FOR CAI.LTO NLSYST

Xr(i) = TGUC

XTr(2) . FGUC
NTIQ = 2
CALL NI.SYSIF (1U-CN,.NTQ,MAXFUi,x-rFT,DEI.TA,XTrOI ,FI'OI ,K)

C
C
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C BLOCK B -I INtIALIZE X(I) VARIABLES FOR FIRST CALL TO NLSYST

C

c ------ ET DEW POINT, WET- BULB, AND ADIABATIC SATURATION TEMPS -

C------USED IN MAIN CALL TO THE SOLVED VALES
C

X(7) . x'r(2)
X(8) = XT(I)
X(9) = XT(2)

C
C --- SET INITIAL POSHIlON IN DRYER (Z-DIRECTION) AND NT1J TO ZERO
C

ZPOS =0.0

NTU =0.0

C
C- SET AIR AND PRODUCT TEMPERATIURES TO INLET CONDITIONS

X(2) = TAL
X(3) = TPL

C
C ----- SPECIFIC HEATS AND TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS ARE FOUND FOR
C EST'IMATiON OF DRYING RATE AND CON'IROL VOLUME LENGTH
C

CPA = CPAF(TAL.'2.)
CPF = CPFF(X(3)/2.)
HC =HCF(rAL,0.0001,X(3))
FREL =RMODEL(X)

CPV = CPVF(X(3)r2.)
YSAT =YWF(X(7))

X(10) =YSAT

RKO =RKOF(TAL,X(I0),X(3),FREL,X(8),X(7))

X(6) X(3)
X(I) -FREL*RKO*(YSAT-YA)

X(4) =(-(L*DELTX)/X(I))

X(5) =CPAF(TA tI2.)*TAL4YA L*(HFG F(X8))+CPV F((TA L X(8))12.) *(TAL-
*X(8))+CPFF(X(8y/2.)*X(8))

C
C----- C'-D VALUES (1-I1) ARE SET TO INLET CONDIT IONS ----------

ENTHO =X(5)
TMEANO =X(3)

TEVAPO =X(3)

C
C--------- IF ISOTHERMAL CONFIGURA'l ION, AIR TEMP AND AIR SPEC'IFIC
C HEAT ARE CONSTANT
C

IF (ISO.EQ.I) THEN
CPAI = CPAFcTAIJ2.)
X(2) = X(I)*(HiFGF(TAI.)+CPVF(U'Aj2.)*TAL-CPVF(X(3),2.)*X(3))+IIC*
*(rAL-X(3))

EISE
ENDIF *

C
C K0I

C'
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C ..... CALL NLSYST TO SOLVE EQUATIONS AT EACH DELAIA X DECREMIENT
C HALF STEPS ARE USED AT DRYER INLET AND EXIT
C

DO 50 I = I,N+I
IF (I.EQ.N+I) THEN

XMC = XMCL+ DELTX *FLOAT(I- I) DEITX/2.
YA = YAL+DELTY*FLOAT(1-I)-DELTY/2.
DELTAX = DELTX/2.

EL-SEIF (I.EQ.I) THEN
XMC = XMCL
YA = YAL
DELTAX = DELTX/2.

ELSE
XMC = XMCL+DELTX*FLOAT(I-I)
YA = YAL+DELTY*FLOAT(I-1)
DELTAX = DELTX

ENDIF
C

IF (X(3).GE. 1000.0) STOP -1-P EXCEEDS 99 DEGREES'
C
C

CALL NLSYST (FCN,NEQ,MAXIT,X,F,DELTA,XTOLFTOIo,K)
C
C
C ----------- SUM DRYER POSITION (ZPOS) AND NTU--------
C

ZPOS = ZPOS+X(4)
NTU = NTU+(DELTY/(X(I)/RKO))

C
DRYTIM = ZPOSiPVEL

C
C -------- IF AIR IS SATURATED, SET FLAG ---------------
C

IF (YA.GT.X(10)) IFLAGS = I
C
C ----------- RESET (I-1) VARIABLES TO VALUES AT PREVIOUS STEP
C

TEVAPO = X(3)
ENTHO = X(5)
TMEANO = (X(6)+X(3))/2.

C
HP = (CPS+XMC*CPF)*X(3)

C
C -- ----- IF AT PRINT INCREMENT, WRITE TO OUTPUT FILES
C

IF (IP.EQ.IPRINT.OR.IFI.AGS.EQ.1) THEN
C

IP= I
C
C ---- SURFACE HUMIDITY, YS, FOR HINDERED DRYING
C (X<XCR) IS APPROXIMATED BY EQ. 4 20
C

IF (XMC.LTXCR) THEN
YS - (X(10)-YA)*FREL4YA

FLSE
YS = X(10)

ENDIF

," ""-- %"
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C
WRITE (7,30) ZPOS,XMC,X(2),YA.X(9),X( IO),X(6),X(3).E'RF-I.X( I)

30 FORMAT (IX,F8.2,IX.F6.3,1X,F62,IX,F8.5SIX,F-6.2,IX,F8.6,IX,
* F6.2,IX,F6.2,IX,F6.4,I X,FIO.4)
WRITE (8,*) ZPOS,HC,RKO
WRITE (9,*) ZPOS,PR,SC,LE
WRITE (10,40) QCOND,QSENSW,QEVA P,QSENSD,QCON V,X(3)

40 FORMATr (I X.6E13.5)
C

FLSE
C

IP = IP+I
EN 1)1F

C
C------- -IF AIR IS SATURATED, EXIT LOOP
C

IF (I FLAGS.EQ.1) GO -10 60
C

50 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE

C
C - - WRI-1E DRYER LENGTH1, DRYING -riME, AND NTU
C

WRITE (7,70) ZPOS,(DRYI'IMJ60.),ABS(NTU)
70 FORMAT (/,1 X,'DRYER LENGTH =',FI 1.2,' MIA ERS',4X,

- DRYING TIME .',F12.2,' MINUTES',,
*'NUMBER OF TRANSFER UNITS, NTU =',F7.2)

C
IF (IFLAGS.EQ. I) STOP 'CONDENSATION Y-AIR > Y-SURFACE'
STOP 'END OF PRGM'
END

C

C BLOCK C - FCN SUBROUTINE CONTAINING EQNS SOLVED BY NLSYST

C
SUBROUTINE FCN (X,F)
DIMENSION X(I0),F(I0)
REAL KD,,L.E,ILNGTH,NUC2,NUEXPI.NUL

C
COMMON AT1M,B,BE-1A,CPA,CPF,CPFA,CPRAT,CPS,CPV,CPVA,CPY,D,DAB,DEFLTAX

* EQUIL.F,FEXPON,FRAC-r,G,HC.HFGA,tIFGS,HFGW,ISO,FREL-,K D,IL.CPAI
* LENG-1H,NUC2,NUEXPI ,NUIPA,PlilH,PR.PRR,PSYRA-T,PWS.QASQVOL,
*QCONI),QCONV,QEVAP,QSENSD,QSENSW,RtRELIREU-I JM,RIIOA,RtIOM A,RKO,.sc,
* TAI,VEI ,,VISC,XC'R,XMC,XNORM,YS,YDA,YDS,ZPOS,TFMrANO,TIEVApO,ENTHO,
*YA,RHOR)S,FKA,PWEIl,PDRY

C
C -- IF IS1 IHERMAL CONFIGURATION, USE THIS SET OF EQNS
C

IF (ISO.EQ. 1) THEFN
C
c-------OBTAIN NORMALIZFD MOISTURE CONI LNT
c

XNORM - XNORMF(REIiUM,TAI)
C
C ---- CALCULATE DEVI 1OF EVAP PLANE FQ 3 17
C
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FREL = RMO FL(X)13

rRA-1- = I .-SQRFI(X NOR M/FR E-L)
C
C - SET 'SPECIFIC HEATIS, EN'1HAI.PIES,RAT'E COEFFICIENTiS
C

CFCPFF(X(3)f2.)
CPV CPVF(X(3)/2.)
CPVA = CPVF((T'AI+X(g))/2.)
CPFA = CPFF(X(8)I2.)
HFGW HFGF(X(3))
HFGS - IIFGF(X(7))
HFGA HFGF(X(8))
HC :HCF(r-AI,X(1XX(6))
R KO -RKO (T-A I,X( IO),X(6),I:REL,X(8),X(7))
YWSAT ' YWF(X(7))

C ------ IF EVAPORATIVE PLANE IS NOT RECEDED, THEN DRY REGION
C IY)E:S N(JU EXIST, AND THE ENERGY BALANCE ABOUT CVII1
C Is NOl 'C(MI'UTED
C

IF ([FRA(-r .E.O.) Th1EN
C

QCONV =HCO(fAI X(6))
QSFNSW =L*(CPS+ XMC*CPF) (X(3)-TEVAPO)/X(4)
QEVAP =X(I)*HFGW

QVOLW =PWET#B

C
C *-- FOR THIS CASE, [(I) IS AN ENERGY BALANCE ABOUT CVII WITHOUT
C CONSIDERING CONDUCI1ON THROUGH]' THE DRY REGION
C

F(l) QCONV-QSENSW+QVOLW-QEVAP
F(2) X(6)-X(3)

C
C - IF SURFACE IS FULLY WETTED (X>XCR), THEN SAT'URATED
C SURFACE HUMIDITY IS A FUNC TION OF SURFACE TEMP,.
C ELSE (X<XCR), THE DRYING IS HINDERED AND THE RATE IS
C COMPUT-ED FROM EQ 3-12, WHERE ThE SATURATED HUMID)ITY
C AT WET' BUL.B, APPROX BY ADIABATIC SAT TEMP WX10)), IS USE
C

IF (XMCLE.XCR) THEN
[(10) =YWF(X(7))-X(IO)

FL SE
F00O) = YWF(X(3)) X01O)

ENDIF
C
C IF EVAP. PLANE IS RE'F.DFD, UHIN USE THIS srEr OF EQS
C WHICH INCLUDES ENERGY BALACE FOR DRY REGION
C

ELSE
C

QCOND = KD*(X(6)-X(3))/(B*FRACUD
QSI NSW = L*(( --FRA(71) *CPS4 XMC CPF)*(X(3) TEVAPO)/X(4)
QFVAP =X(I)HIFGW
QSI- 'NSD =FR AU I CPS* ((X(6) + X(3))/2.)-TM EA NO)/X (4)
QCO,(NV =HC-(TAI X(6))
QVOLW =PWEP(I. - RAC'1-).B
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QVOLD = PDRY*(FRACr)*B
C
C------ENERGY BALANCES FOR CV 11 - F(I), CVIII - F(2)
C SEE EQS 3-2, 3-3
C

F(I) =QCOND-QSENSW+QVOLW -QEVAP
F(2) =QCOND+QSENSD-QCONV-QVOLD

C
F(1O) = YWF(X(7))-X(1O)

C
ENDIF

C
C------REMAINING ENERGY BALANCE, MASS BALANCE, RATE
C EQUATIONS, ETC.
C
C F(3) -EQ 3-1

''C F(4) -EQ 3-12
C F(5) -EQ 3-5
C F(6) -EQ 3-9
C F(7) -EQ 3-13
C F(8) -EQ 3-10
C F(9) -EQ B-10
C

F(3) = G*(X(5)-ENTrHO)/X(4)*HC*(TAI-XC6))-X(2)-X( I)*(CPF*X(3)+
* HFGW)
F(4) = FREL*RKO*D*ALOG((D+X(1I ))/(D+YA))-X(1)
F(5) = L*DELTAX+X(I)*X(4)
F(6) = CPAI *TAI+YA*(CPFA*X(8)+HiFGA+CPVA*(TAI-X(8)))-X(5)
F(7) = RKO*ALOG((D+YWSAT)/(D+YA))* HFGS*D-HC*(rAI-X(7))
F(8) = YWF(X(8))-YA
F(9) = YWF(X(9))-(CPAF(X(9)/2.)*X(9)-CPA*TAI.YA*(HFGA+CPVA*TAI.

* CPFF(X(9)/2.)*X(9)))/(CPFF(X(9)/2.)*X(9)-H FGF(X(9))-
* CPVF(X(9)/2.)*X(9))

C
C ----- IF NOT ISOTHERMAL CONFIG, THEN USE THIS SET OF EQS.
C THIS SET OF EQUATIONS IS SIMILAR TO THE ABOVE SET,
C EXCEPT THE VARIABLE X(2) NOW REPRESENTS AIR TEMP

*C RATHER THAN AMOUNT OF AIR SOURCE HEATING.
C

EL-SE
C

XNORM = XNORMF(RELHUM,X(2))
FREL = RMODEL(X)
FRACT1 = I.-SQRTI(X NOR M/FR EL)

C
CPA CPAF(X(2)/2.)
CPF =CPFF(X(3)12.)

CPV =CPVF(X(3)/2.)

CPVA = CPVF((X(2)4X(8))/2.)
CPFA = CPFF(X(8)/2.)
IIFGW =HFGF(X(3))

HFGS =HFGF(X(7))

HFGA HIFGF-(X(8))
HC = HiCF(X(2),X(I),X(6))
RKO = RKOF(X(2),X(IO),X(6),I:REL.,X(8),X(7))
YWSAT YWF(X(7))

C
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I F (FR ACT. LE.O.) TH EN
C

QCONV = HC*(X(2)-X(6))
QSENSW =L*(CPS+XMc 4CPFr)-k(X(3)-TIEVAPO)/X(4)
QEVAP =X(1)*HFGW
QvoLw= PwET*B

C
F(l) =QCONV-QSENSW+QVOLW-QEVAP

F(2) =X(6)-X(3)

C
IF (XMC.LE.XCR) THEN

F(IO) = YWF(X(7)-X(1O)
ELSE

F(1O) =YWF(X(3))-X(1O)
4 ENDIF

ELSE
C

QCOND = KD*(X(6)-X(3))/(I3 4FRACf)
QSENSW = L*(( 1.-FRACTI) *CPS+XMC*CPF)*(X(3)-TEVAPO)/X(4)
QEVAP = X(l)*IIFGW
QSENSD =FRA~r*L*CPS*(((X(6)+X(3))/2.)-TMEANO)/X(4)

QCONV =HC*(X(2)-X(6))

QVOLW =PWET*(l.-FRACr)*B

QVOLD =PDRY*(FRACT)*B

C
F(1) = QCOND-QSENSW+QVOLW-QEVAP
F(2) =QCOND+QSENSD-QCONV-QVOLD

C
F(lO) = YWF(X(7))-X(IO)

C
ENDIF

C
F(3) = G 4(X(5)-ENTHO)/X(4)+HC*(X(2)-X(6))-QAS-X( 1)*(CPF' X(3)+

*HFGW)

F(4) = FREL*RKO4 D*ALOG((D+X(O))/(D+YA))-X(1)
F(5) =L*DELTAX+X(1) 4X(4)
F(6) = CPA*X(2)+ YA *(CPFA* X(8)+ HFGA +CPVA *(X(2)-X(8)))-X(5)
F(7) = RKO*ALOG((D+YWSAT)/(D+YA))*HFGS*D-HC*(X(2)-X(7))
F(8) = YWF(X(8))-YA
F(9) = YWF(X(9))-(CPAF(X(9)/2.)*X(9)-CPA 4 X(2)-YA (HFGA +CPVA*

* X(2)-CPFF(X(9)/2.) X(9)))/(CPFF(X(9)/2.)*X(9)-IIFGF(X(9))-
# CPVF(X(9)12.)*X(9))

C
ENDIF

C
RFI URNl
END

C4

C BL(K D - SUPPORTING SUBROUTINES

C
C FUN'ION TO COMPUTE RELATIVE DRYING RATE ---
C iQ 3-16
C
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FUNCTION RMODEL (X)
DIMENSION X(16)

REAL KD,LLE,LENGTH,N UC2,N UEXP I,NUL

COMMON ATM,B,BETA,CPA,CPF,CPFA,CPRATr,CPS,CPV,CPVA,CPY,D,DAB,DELT-AX
,EQUILF,E,EXPON,FRACT,G,HC,HFGA,IIFGS,HFGW,ISO,FREL,KD,I,I,CPAI

* LENGTH,NUC2,NUEXPI ,NUIPA.PHili,PR,PRR,PSYRA'F,PWS,QAS,QVOL,
*QCOND,QCONV,QEVAP,QSENSD,QSENSW,REL,RELHiUM,RHOA,RI IOMA,RKOSC,
*TAI,VELVISC,XCR,XMC,XNORM,YS,YDA,YDS,Z-POS,TMEANOUIEVAPO,ENT-HO,

* YA,RHODS,FKA,PWETr,PDRY
C

NV =X(I)
C

IF (ISO.EQ.I) THEN
TA = TAI

FI-SE
TA =X(2)

LNDIF
C

XNORM = XNORMF(RELHUM,TrA)
IF (XNORM.LT.0.) STOP 'XNORM. IT. ZERO'
IF (XNORM.LT-l.0) [THEN

C
C C---- IF CHARAC TERISCTIC MOISTURE CONTENT < 0, DRYING IS HINDERED
C AND THE RELATIVE DRYING RATE, F, IS COMPUTED. ELSE, THE DR
C IS FROM A WET SURFACE AND THE RELATIVE DRYING RATE IS 1.
C

RMODEL =XNORM**EXPON

ELSE
RMODEL = 1.0

-~ ENDIF
C

RETURN

C

C
C C--FUNCTION TO COMPU*TE CHARACTRISTIC MOISTURE CONTENT--

*C EQS 2-22, 2-23
C

* FUNC-FION XNORMF (RELH-,TA)
REAL KD,ILLE,LENGTH,NUC2,NUEXP1I,NUL

C
COMMON ATM,B,BETA,CPA,CPF,CPFA,CPRAT,CPS,CPV,CPVA,CPY,D,DAB,DELTAX

* EQUILFE,EXPON,FRACr,G,HC,HFGA,HFr-GS,[iFGW,ISO,FREL,KD,LLE,CPAI
* LENGTH,NUC2,NU EXPI ,NULPA,PHIH,PR,PRR,PSYR AT,PWS,QAS,QVOt,
*QCOND,QCONV,QEVAP,QSENSD,QSENSW,RFEL,RE H4UM,RHOA,RHOMA.RKO,.SC,
*TAI,VEI,VISC,XCR,XMC,XNORM,YS,YDA,YDS,Z-POS,TMrEANO,T-EVAPO,ENTIlio,
* YA,RHODS,FKA,PWETl,PDRY

C
C -IF EQUILIBRIUM FACTOR IS >0 THEN THE EQUILIBRIUM MOISTURE CONTEN
C IS COMPUTED FROM THE RELATIVE HUMIDITY
C

IF (EQUILF.GT.0.0) THEN
C

REL-H RHCI'A,PA,YA)
RELHUM =RELH
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XEQ = FQUILFPRELHUM
* IF (XEQ.GT.XMC) STOP 'XEQ > XMC'

ELSE
C

* XEQ =0.

ENDIF
C

XNORMF = (XMC-XEQ)/(XCR-XEQ)
C

REI URN
END

C

C
C --- FUNCTION TO COMPUTE SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR---------
C EQ. B-1
C

FUNCTION CPAF (TA)
'[K =273.15+TA
TKI = TK/1OO.

C
CPN2 = 39.06-512.79/(TKL *SQRTCrKl))±1072.7/rKl**2-820.4/TFK1**3
CP02 = 37.432+0.020102*TK I*SQRT(TK 1)-i 78.57/(T'K1 :QRTr(TK I))+236.88

/TKI**2
CPCO2 = 3.7357+3.529*sQRT(TKI).4.l034*'rKl +.024198*TK1 **2
CPAR =20.7849

CPAF =(.78O9*CPN2+ .2095*CPO2+.0093 *CPAR+0.0003 *CPCO2)/28.9645
C

RFURN
END

C

C
C --------- FUNCTION TO COMPUTE SPECIFIC HEAT OF SAT LIQUID WATER
C EQ. B-6
C

FUNCTION CPFF MF
C

TF -T*9./5.+32.

C20 - 1.02493
C21 = -8.298E-04
C22 = 9.23304E-06
C23 = -5.0424E-08
('24 =I.532905E-10
('25 =-2.3058E- I'
C26 = 1.3934E-16

C
CPFF = (C20+C21I 1'F+C22TIF*2+C231 'F**3 C24*1TF '4 C25'I'F5+C26*'I'F'

**6)*4.1869

C
RIlRN
UND

C
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C
C --------- FUNCTION TO COMPUTE SPECIFIC HEAT OF WATER VAPOR -
C EQ. B-5
C

FUNCION 'PVF ()
C

TK = T+273.15
rKI = TK/I00.

IF (TK.LT.0.0) STOP TEMP < 0.0 DEG CPVF'
C

CPVF = (143.05-183.54*TK1"*0.25+82.751 *SQRT(TK1)-3.6989*TK1)1
* 18.01534

RETURN
END

C
C

C --- FUNCTION TO COMPUTE SATURATED IUMIDITY --

C EQ.3-15
C

FUNCTION YWF (1)
REAL KD,L,LE,LENGTH,NUC2,NUEXPI,NUL

C
COMMON ATM,B,BETA,CPA,CPF,CPFA,CPRAT,CPS,CPV,CPVA,CPY,D,DAB,DELTAX

* ,EQUILF,E,EXPON,FRACT,G,HC,HFGA,HFGS,HFGW,ISO,FREL,KD,LE,CPAI
* ,LENGTH,NUC2,NUEXPI,NUIPA,PHIH,PR,PRR,PSYRATPWS,QAS,QVOL,
* QCOND,QCONV,QEVAP,QSENSDQSENSW,REL,RELHUM,RHOA,RHOMA,RKOSC,
* TAI,VELVISC,XCR,XMC,XNORM,YS,YDA,YDSZPOS,TMEANO,TEVAPO,ENTHO,
* YA,RHODS,FKA,PWET,PDRY

C ,
TK = 273.15+T
TK = ABS(TK)
IF (T.LT.0.0) STOP 'EXPLODING SOLUTION, T < 0 K YWF

C
C -----. CALCULATE PARTIAL PRESSURE OF SATURATED VAPOR, EQ B-8
C

C8 = -5800.2206
C9 = 1.3914993
CIO = -004860239
ClI = 0.4176478E-04
C12 = -0.14452093E-07
C13 = 6.5459673

C
PWS= EXP(C8/TK+C9+CI0*'I'K+C II *K**2+CI2*('K)**3+CI3*At)GCIK))

C
YWF = .62198*PWS/(PA-PWS)

C
RETURN
END

C

C
4,.

°-
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C------- FUNCTION TO CALCULATE LATENT HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
C EQ. B-7
C

FUNCtIION HFGF MF
C

TA = T*9./5.+32.
IF (TA.LT.O.O) STOP'EXPLODING SOLN, TA < 0. HFGF'

C
HFGF = (1094.40516*EXP(-5.3882271 1E-04*TA))*2.326

C
RETURN
END

* C

C
C -- ---- FUNCTION TO CALCULATE RELATIVE HUMIDITY
C EQ. B-9
C

FUNCTION RH (TA,PA,YA)
C

REAL MU
C

IF (TA.GT.99.5) THEN
RH = YA/(YA+I.)

ELSE

YSAT = YWF(TA)
MU = YA/YSAT
PRR = YSAT/(.62198+YSAT)
RH = MU/(I.-(1.-MU)*PRR)

C
ENDIF

C
RETUJRN

C-----------------FUNCTION TO COMPUTE CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFF. -

C EQ. 3-19

FUNCTION HCF (TA,NV,TS)
REAL KD,L,LE,LENGT-H,NUC2,NUEXPI ,NULINV

IC
COM MON ATM,B,BETA,CPA,CPF,CPFA,CPRA-r,cPSCPV,CPVA,CPY,D,DAB,DELTAX

* EQUILFE,EXPON,FRACT,G,tiC,HFGA,IirFGS,IiFGW,ISO,FREI,,KD,LI-,CPAI
* LENGTH,NUC2,NUEXPI ,NUIPA,PH iH,PR,PRR,PSYRAT,PWS,QAS,QVOI,
*QCOND,QCONV,QEVAP,QSENSD,QSENSW,RELRELHUM,RHOA,RIIOMA,RKO,SC,

TAI,VELVISC,XCR,XMC,XNORM,YS,YDA,YDSZPOS,T-MEANO,T-EVAPO,ENTHO4,
4YA,RHODS,FKA,PWETI,PDRY

* C
TF =(rA+TS)/2.r5 VISC = VISCF(TF)

Y REL =VEL*LENGTInV]SC

V NIJL -NUC2*ABS(REL)
4*NUEXPI

* HIC - NUL*FKAJRCIT)IENGTH
E NV*CPVF((TIF)/2.)tIIC
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IF (E.GT. I.E-9)THEN
P11111 E/(EXP(E)-I.)

FJSE
PHIH = 1.00

ENDIF
HCF = HC*PHIH

C

RETURN
END

C

C
C- FUNCrION TO COMPUTE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AIR ......
C EQ B-3
C

FUNCTION FKAIR (TA)
REAL KI

C
TK = TA+273.15

C
A = 0.6325E-5
B = 245.4
C = 27.63102
K1 = A*SQRT(TK)/(I.+B/(TK*EXP(Cf/K)))
FKAIR = K1*.41873

C
REFURN
END

C

C
C -----.- FUNCTION TO COMPUTE AIR VISCOSITY . ..
C EQ. B-2
C

FUNCTION VISCF (1M
C

TK = T+273.15
A = 145.8
B = 110.4
AVISC = ((A*SQRT(rK)*TK)/(TK+B))*I.E-8
RHOA = 353.13/TK
VISCF = AVISC/RHOA

C
RETURN
04D

C

C
C -------- FUNCTION TO COMPUTE MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ---------
C EQ. 3-21
C

FUNCTION RKOF (TA,YW,TS,FC,1T)P,TWB)
C

REAL MW,MA,MBS,MBA
REAL KD, I,LE,LENGTII,NUC2,NUEXPI,NUL

C

COMMON ATM,B,BETA,CPACPF,CPFA,CPRATCPS,CPVCPVA,CPY,D,DAB,DELTAX

.,
r1,

.5'
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* EQUILF,E,EXPON,FRAC-r,G,HC,HFGA,HiFGS,HFGW,ISO,FREL,KD,LLE,CPAI
* LENGTH,NUC2,NUEXPI ,NUIPA,PHIH,PR,PRR,PSYRA-r,PWS,QAS,QVOL,
*QCOND,QCONV,QEVAP,QSENSD,QSENSW,REL,RELHUM,RiOA,RHiOMA,RKO,SC-,

*TAI,VEL,V1SC,XCR,XMC,XNORM,YS,YDA,YDS,ZPOS,TMIEANO,T-EVAPO,ENT1HO,

*YA,RHODS,FKA,PwET,PDRY

* C
YS = (YW-YA)*FC+YA

C
TF = (TA+TWB)/2.
YF = (YA+YW)/2.

C
C--~ COMPUTE COEFFICIENT BETA, EQ. B-13
C

.4,MW .01801534
MA =.0289645

YDS =YWi(D+YW)

YDA YA/(Di YA)
MBS =MW*YDS+MA*(1.-YDS)

MBA =MW*YDA+MA*(1.-YDA)

BETA =MBS*ALODG(MBS/MBA)/((MW-MA)*D*ALOG((D+YW),(D+YA))/(D+YW))

C
C--------- CALCULATE DIFFUSIVITIY OF WATER VAPOR IN AIR
C DAB - EQ. B-I11, DAB I - EQ. B- 12
C

TK = 273.15
DAB = 1. 1998806E-O9*SQRT(T'F+TK)*(TIF+T'K)*(TF+TK) **(.25)

- C
TCA = 647.3
TCB = 132.48
PCA = 218.01
PCB = 37.10
RMA = 18.01534
RMB = 28.9645
DENOM = (PCA*PCB)**(l ./3.)*(TCA*TCB)**(5./12.)*SQRT(I ./RMA+ 1 JRMB)
RAD = SQRT(TCA*TCB)
Cl = (1 /RAD)**2.334
C = 3.64EA4*C1*DENOM

CDABI = C*(TF+TK)*2.334*1.E-4

RHOA = 353.13/(TF+TK)
FKA =FKAIR(TF

VISC =VISCF(rF)

C CPA-SPECIFIC HEAT OF DRY AIR, CPY SPECIFIC HEAT OF HUMID AIR ON
C A DRY AIR MASS BASIS, CPYT - SPECIFIC HEAT OF HUMID AIR ON
C TOTAL AIR MASS BASIS.
C

CPA = CPAF(TF)
CPY = CPA+YF*CPVF(TF)
CPYT = CPY/(1.+YF)

C
PR = CPA*RHOA*VISC/FKA

'.4, SC = VISC/DAB
C

LE = PR/SC
RKOF = IHC*BETA*LE**(2./3.)/CPA

C
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RETURN

C

C
C ----- SUBROUTINE CONTAINING EQUATIONS FOR DEW POINT AND WET
C BULB TEMPERATURES. THIS SET- OF EQS IS USED IN THE INITIAL
C CALL TO NLSYST.
C

pm SUBROUTINEITFCN (X,F)
DIMENSION F(2),X(2)
REAL KDLLE,LENGITH,NUC2,NUEXPI ,NUL

C
COMMON ATM,B,BETrACPA,CPF,CPFA,CPRAT,CPS,CPV,CPVA,CPY,D,DAB,DE.IrAX

F ,QUILF,E,EXPON,FRAC-r,G,HC.HFGA,HFGS,H FGW,ISO,FREL,KD,LLE,CPAI

C* LENGTH,NUC2,NUEXPI ,NUIPA,PI IIH,PR,PRR,PSYRATr,PWS,QAS,Q VOL.

PWA PWSA.WTPR
C

HCD = HCF(I0X())

HFGSA = HFGF(X(2))

F(I)T =WAPWSD

HC2= RKO4TALOG(PPA/(APST) FSD-C(AX(2))

C

RETURN
END

C

C
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES, NLSYST AND ELIM, ARE TAKEN FROM
C REFERENCE 24.

I C
2 SUBROUTINE NLSYST (FCN,N,MAXrr,X,F,DEI.TA,xrOL,FTOII)

C
DIMENSION X(N),F(N),A(I 0, 1 1 ),XSAVE(I I ),FSA VE(I 1)
LOGICAL PRINT

C
NEQI =N
IF (N.LT.2.OR.N.GT.15) GO TO 180
PRINT =.TRUE.
IF (I.NE.O) PRINT =.FAL-SE.

C
NP = N~l
DO 120 IT = I.MAxrT

DO 10 IVBL =I,N

i*

vad,
Of' ou~- -~: :~ ~
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XSAVE(IVBL) = X(IVI3L)
10 CONTINUE

CALL FCN (X,F)
C

ITEST=O0
DO 20IFCN = ,N

IF (ABS(F(IFCN)).GT.FT'OL) ITlEST rflEST+1
FSAVE(lFCN) = F(IFCN)

20 CONTINUE
C

IF (.NOT.PRINT) GO TO 50
WRITE (6,30) IT,,X

*30 FORMAT (IX,'AFr-ER ITERATION NUMBER',13,' X AND F VALUES ARE ,
* IX,13FI0.4)
WRITE (6,40) F

40 FORMAT (IX,13F10.4)

50 IF (ITEST.NE.0) GO TO 60
1= 2
RETURN

C
60 DO 80 ICOL = I,N

* X(JCOL) = XSAvE(JCOL)+DELTA*XSAVE(JCOL)
CALL FCN (X,F)
DO 70O1ROW-=I1N

A(IROWJCOL) =(F0 ROW) -FSAVE(IROW))/(DELTA*XSAVE(JCOL))
70 CONTINUE

C
X(JCOL) = XSAVE(JCOL)

80 CONTINUE
C

DO 90IROW = ,N
A(IROW,NP) =-FSAVE(IROW)

90 CONTINUE
CALL ELIM (A,N,NP,I0)

C
DO 100 IROW = i,N

IF (ABS(A(IROW,IROW)).LE.1 .E- 14) GO TO 160
100 CONTINUE

C
ITEST =0
DO 110IVBL =I,N

V X(I VBL) = XSAVE(IVBL)+A(IVBL.NP)
IF (ABS(A(IVBLNP)).GT.XTrOL) rI'EST =ITEST+lI

110 CONTINUE
C

-S.IF (I'-EsTr.EQ.0) GO TO 130
120 CONTINUE

REI1JRN

1301=1I
IF (.NOT.PRINT) GO TO 150
WRITE (6,140) IT,X

140 FORMAT (IX,'AFIFER ITERAT'ION NUMBER',13,
4* 'X VALUESW(EETING X'1-I) ARE ',/,JX,I3F10.4)

150 RETURN
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C
160 1 = -2

WRITE (6,170)
170 FORMAT (IX,'CANNOT SOLVE SYSTEM. MATRIX NEARLY SINGULAR')

IF (I.EQ.-2) STOP 'NEARLY SINGULAR MATRIX'
RETURN

C
1801 = -3

WRITE (6,190) N
190 FORMAT (IX,'NUMBER OF EQUATIONS PASSED TO NLSYST IS INVALID. MUST

* BE I < N < 13. VALUE WAS ',13)
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE ELIM (AB,N,NP,NDIM)
DIMENSION AB(NDIM,NP)

C
NMI = N-i
DO 601= I,NMI

C
IPVT = I
IPI = 1+1
DO I0 J = IPI,N

IF (ABS(AB(IPVT,I)).LT.ABS(AB(J,I))) IPVT = J
10 CONTINUE

C
IF (IPVT.EQ.1) GO TO 30
DO 20 JCOL = I,NP

SAVE = AB(IJCOL)
AB(IJCOL) .AB(IPVTJCOL)
AB(IPVTJCOL) = SAVE

20 CONTINUE
C

30 DO 50JROW = IPI,N
IF (AB(JROW,I).EQ.0) GO TO 50
RATIO = AB(JROW,I)/AB(I,I)
DO 40 KCOL = IPI,NP

AB(JROW,KCOL) = AB(JROWKCOL)-RATIO*AB(I,KCOL)
40 CONINUE
50 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE

C
IF (ABS(AB(N,N)).LT.I.E-14) GO TO 100

C
NPI = N+l
DO 90 KCOL = NPI,NP

AB(N,KCOL) = AB(N,KCOL)/AB(N,N)
DO 80 J = 2,N

NVBL = NPI-J
L = NVBL+I
VALUE = AB(NVBLKCOL)
DO 70 K = L,N

VALUE = VALUE-AB(NVBL,K)*AB(K,KCOL)
70 CONTINUE

AB(NVBL,KCOL) = VALUE/AB(NVBL,NVBL)
80 CONTINUE
90 CONTINUE
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RFETURN

100 WRITE (6,110)
110 FORMAT (I X,

*'SOLLTION NOT FEASIBLE. A NEAR ZERO Pivo'r WAS ENCOUNTI'RED.)
WRITE (6,*) N,(AB(N,N))
IF (ABS(AB(N,N)).LT. I.E- 14) S'TOP 'NEAR ZERO PIVOT'
RETURN
END

ae
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VARIABLE DICTIONARY FOR COMPUTER CODE

AIM - Air pressure in dryer, (atmospheres).

B - Product thickness, (meters)

BETA - Coefficient used in heat and mass transfer analogy, (dimensionless),
see Eqs. 2-14, 3-21, B-13.

CPA - Dry air specific heat, (kJ/kg°C), see Eq. 3-9.

CPAF - Function subroutine used to calculate dry air specific heat CPA as a
function of temperature, see Eq. B-1.

CPAI - Dry air specific heat under isothermal drying conditions. This is
separately defined because it remains constant throughout the dryer.

CPF - Specific heat of saturated liquid water, (kJ/kg0 C), see Eqs. 3-3, 3-9,
B-6.

CPFA - Same as above, evaluated at Tdp for use in air enthalpy equation,
Eq.3-9.

CPFF - Function subroutine used to calculate saturated liquid water specific

heat, see Eq. B-6.

CPS - Specific heat of the (solid) product, an input variable, (kJ/kg°C).

CPV - Specific heat of water vapor, (kJ/kg K), see Eq. 3-1, 3-9.

CPVA - Same as above, evaluated at Ta for use in air enthalpy equation, Eq.
3-9.

CPVF - Function subroutine used to calculate water vapor specific heat, see

Eq. B-5.

D - Ratio of molecular weights of air to water, (dimensionless).

DAB - Diffusivity of water vapor in air, Dab, (m2/s). See Eq. B- 11.

DABI - Same as above, except computed according to Eq. B- 12.

I 1 " :h - Iil ..
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i)1-1Ir Input variable used to calculate perturbation value in nonlinear
equation solver subroutine, NL.SYST, where for a given unknown
variable X(1), the perturbation amount for that variable is
DELTA*X(I). See discussion at end of Chapter 3.

DELTAX - Equivalent to DELTX (below), except at end nodes DELTAX =

DELTX/2.

DELTX - Decrement value of moisture content, (AX), equivalent to Xin-
Xout/N, where N is the number of nodes, (kg/kg). See subsection
3.8.1.

DELTY - Air humidity increment (or decrement in countercurrent case), where
DELTY = (L/G) DELTX, (kg/kg). See Eqs. 3-4,3-5.

DRYTIM - Drying time, function of dryer position and product flow rate, (s).
See Eqs. 4-13, 4-14.

ENTI 10 - 1umid air enthalpy at i- I step, set equal to computed air enthalpy
X(5) after each step, (kJ/kg).

EQUILF - Equilibrium moisture content factor. Used to determine X* for
hygroscopic materials, where X* is the product of the equilibrium
factor and the air humidity.

EXPON - Exponent n, in the function for the characteristic drying curve, f =

fDn.

F - Array of equations which, with X(l) unknowns, is solved by
NLSYST.

F(1) - Energy balance, wet region, CV III. See Eq. A-16.

F(2) - Energy balance, dry region, CV II. See Eq. A-14.

F(3) - Energy balance, air control volume, CV I. See E1 . A-9.

F(4) - Drying rate equation. See Eq.3-12.

F(5) - Mass balance, composite CV I, CV II. See Eq. A -6.

F(6) - Air enthalpy equation. See Eq. 3-9.

F(7) - Surface energy balance for wet bulb conditions. See q. 3-13.

F(8) - Dew point temperature function. See Eq. 3- 10

-I
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F(9) - Energy balance for adiabatic saturation process. See Eq. B- 10

F(10) - Saturated humidity function. See Eq. 3-15.

FCN - Subroutine name containing equations of heat and mass balances,
etc, solved at each step by NLSYST.

FKAIR - Function used to compute thermal conductivity of air, ica,
(kW/m K). See Eq. B-3.

FRACT - Relative depth of evaporative plane ( /b). See Eq. 3-17.
.%

",. FREL - Relative drying rate f.

Fr - Array of dew point and wet bulb equations solved by initial call to
NLSYST.

FTOL - Tolerance parameter used by NLSYST to determine convergence.
As a solution converges, the equations being solved F(I) approach
zero. Convergence is reached when F(I) < FTOL. See Reference 24.

G - Air mass flow rate, dry air weight basis, (kgdr air/S). Positive value
indicates concurrent air flow, and a negative value, countercurrent.

HC - Convective heat transfer coefficient, h (kW/m 2oC)

HCF - Function subroutine used to calculated convective heat transfer
coefficient. See Eqs. 2-12, 3-19.

IJFGA - Latent heat of vaporization evaluated at Tdp, used in air enthalpy
equations. See Eq. 3-9.

ttFGS - Same as above, evaluated at wet bulb temperature used in wet bulb
equation, Eq. 3-13.

IIFGW - Same as above, evaluated at adiabatic saturation temperature, Tas,
used in adiabatic saturation energy balance equation, Eq. B-10.

IIFGF - Function used to calculate latent heat of vaporization of water. See
Eq. B-7.

I Counter, steps from I to N+I.

IFLAGS - Flag set when air humidity is greater than saturation value.
Saturation will occur when air flow rate is not sufficient to entrain
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moisture removed from product, when specified entering air humidity
is at or greater than saturated humidity or when entering product
temperature is less than the dew point temterature (condensati).

IP - Printing counter reset to 1 after each print. See IIPRINT below.

IPRINT - Counter used to determine printing increments. For example, if 1P is
set to 4, variable are printed every fourth step (1,5,9,13 ........ N 1).

ISO - Flag set to 1 if program is to be run in an isothermal configuration,
set to 2 if drying configuration is nonisothermal

K - Flag sent to NLSYST. If set to one, values of the solved variables
and equations will be printed at each iteration. If solution fails to
converge, the equations or variables which did not converge may be
found by examining the output. As currently configured, these values
are printed only on the first call to NLSYST.

KD - Thermal conductivity of dry product, an input variable, (kW/m°C)

L - Mass flow rate of product, dry mass basis, (kgdry product/S)

LE - Lewis number. See Eq 2-15.

LENGTH - Characteristic length used in Nusselt number correlation, an input
variable. See Eqs 2-12, 3-19.

MAXIT - Maximum number (limit) of iterations to be made in NLSYST.

N - Number of nodes, input variable.

NV - Drying rate flux, Nv, equivalent to X(1), (kg/m2s).

NEQ - Number of equations to be solved by NLSYST

NLSYST - Subroutine used to solve a system of nonlinear equations. See
subsection 3.8.1.

NTQ - Number of equations to be solved by NLSYST in initial call for
finding wet bulb and dew point temperatures (NTQ=2).

NTU - Number of transfer units. See Eq. 3-22b.

NUL - Nusselt number. See Eq. 2-12.

NUC2 - Coefficient , C2,used in Nusselt number correlation. See Eq. 3- 19.

N
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NUEXPM - Exponent , m, of Reynolds number used in Nusselt number
correlation. See Eq. 3-19.

PA - Air pressure in Pasca ls.

PDRY - Dielectric power deposition in the dry material, (kW/m 3). See Eq.
3-2.

PItlH - Correction to convective heat transfer coefficients due to high mass

transfer rates. See Eqs. B- 18,19.

PR - Prandtl number. See Eq. 2-10.

PVEL - Velocity of product through dryer, (m/s). See Eq. 4-14.

PWA - Partial pressure of water vapor in air, (Pascals). See Eq. 3-14.

PWET - Specific dielectric power deposition in wet product, (kW/m 3). See
Eq. 3-3

PWS - Saturated partial pressure of water vapor (Pascals). See Eq. B-8.

QAS - Air heating source Q., (kW/m), an input variable. See Eq.3-1, A-

8. For isothermal configuration, the air heating necessary to provide
constant temperature air is calculated and the input value of QAS is not
used.

QCOND - The heat conducted through the dry region (kW). See Eq.3-2.

QCONV - The heat convected at the surface (kW). See Eq. 3-2.

QEVAP - The total rate of latent heat of vaporization, Nvhfg (kW). See Eq. 3-
3.

QSENSD - Sensible heating in the dry region control volume, (kW). See Eq.3-
2.

QSENSW - Sensible heating in the wet region control volume, (kW). See Eq.
3-3.

RIL - Reynolds number, ReL, used in Nusselt number correlation. See
Eq. 3-19.

REILHUM - Relative humidity, (dimensionless). See Eq. B-9.

RIIOA - Air density, Ps, (kg/m 3). See Eq. B-4

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .;-' . ' .',. .'' - .:-?.-? .::-."?- "--?'--.-- . .'- .4 .--- .- -. ?-- ;-, . .:,.
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RI IODS - Density of the dry product (solid), an input variable, (kg/m 3).

RKO - The mass transfer coefficient, KO, (Kg/m 2s)

RKOF - Function subroutine used to calculate mass transfer coefficient Ko.
See Eq. 3-21.

RMODEL - Product model function subroutine used to calculate relative drying
rate, f, as a function of normalized moisture content.

SC - Schmidt number. See Eq. 2-11.

TAI - Air temperature in isothermal case, constant throughout the dryer,
(°C).

TAL - Air temperature at product inlet (left), an input variable, (°C). This
is the entering air temperature in concurrent configuration, exiting air
temperature in countercurrent.

TALF - Same as above but in 'F. Used in initial calculations of the wet bulb

temperature.

TEVAPO - Evaporative plane temperature at previous iteration (old), (°C)

TFCN - Subroutine containing functions for dew point and wet bulb
temperature, called by NLSYST.

TGU - Initial guess of wet bulb temperature (°F), before calling NLSYST
to solve for wet bulb and dew point temperatures.

TGUC - Same as above, but in 'C.

TMEANO - Mean temperature in dry product region Tjj (°C), at previous

iteration (old).

TPL - Product temperature at product inlet (left), ;in input variable (C).

TWMIN - Minimum wet bulb temperature (°F), used in initial guess calculation
for wet bulb temperature.

VEL - Air velocity, an input variable (m/s). Used to compute Reynolds
number in heat transfer correlation calculations. See Eq. 3-19.

VISC - Air viscosity, kinematic, Va, (m2/s), found through Eq. B-2 and 13-
4.

? 46
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VISCF - Function used to calculated air viscosity, defined above.

X - Variable array, X(I), representing the unknown variables to be
solved with equations F(I), given in subroutine FCN.

X(I) - Drying rate flux, Nv, (kg/m 2s)

X(2) - Air temperature, Ta, in nonisothermal configuration (°C), heat
added to air necessary to maintain constant air temperature in
isothermal configuration, Qas, (kW).

X(3) - Evaporative plane (wet region) temperature, Te, (°C).

X(4) - Dryer length increment, Az, (m).

X(5) - Humid air enthalpy, ha, (kJ/kg).

X(6) - Product surface temperature, Ts, (°C).

X(7) - Wet bulb temperature, Twb, (°C)

X(8) - Dew point temperature, Tdp, (°C).

X(9) - Adiabatic saturation temperature, Tas, (°C).

X(10) - Saturated air humidity, Ysat, (kg/kg).

XCR - Critical moisture content, Xcr, an input variable, (kg/kg).

XMC - Product moisture content at current step, X, (kg/kg).

XMCL - Product moisture content at inlet (left), an input variable (kg/kg).

XMCR - Desired product moisture content at outlet (right), an input variable
(kg/kg).

XNORM - Normalized moisture content, (.

XNORMF - Function subroutine used to calculate normalized moisture content.
See Eqs. 2-22, 2-23.

XTr Variable array where XT(1) is Tdp, and XT(2) is Twb. Solved with

equation array FT by NLSYST.

XTOL - Tolerance value used by NLSYST to determine convergence.
Iteration is stopped at X(I)-X(I)old<XT
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YA - Cunent air humidity, Ya, (kg/kg).

YAL - Air humidity at product inlet (left), an input variable, (kg/kg).

YS - Surface humidity, Ys, (kg/kg). See Eq. 3-22.

YSAT - Saturated air humidity, Ysat, same as X(10), (kg/kg).

YWF - Function subroutine used to calculated saturated humidity as a
function of temperature. See Eqs. 3-14, 3-15, B-8.

YWSAT - Saturated air humidity evaluated at wet bulb temperature, Yw,
(kg/kg). See Eq.3-12.

ZPOS - Current position in dryer, measured from the product inlet, (m).
Computed by summation of Az.
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